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Vorwort des Herausgebers 

Die digitale Darstellung von Flächen in glatter, parametrischer Form ist im Maschinenbau 

von zentraler Bedeutung. 

Um ein Objekt mit Unterstützung des Computers zu fertigen, ist es notwendig, eine 

digitale Darstellung dieses Objekts zu finden. Dabei hat sich die Darstellung als 

Freiformfläche als besonders umfassend herausgestellt. Mathematische Grundlage für 

solche Darstellungen sind nach Stand der Technik Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines 

(NURBS). Diese basieren auf einem viereckigen Gitternetz und können beliebige 

Topologien nicht problemlos wiedergeben.  

Subdivisionflächen wurden als Verallgemeinerung der B-Splines auf allgemeine 

Topologien entwickelt und haben sich in der Computergraphik weitgehend durchgesetzt. 

Im Ingenieurbereich wurden sie aus den folgenden Gründen erst zögerlich eingesetzt: Um 

eine reibungslose Kommunikation zwischen verschiedenen Systemen zu gewährleisten, 

müssen die Daten beim Datenaustausch in standardisierter Form vorliegen. 

Subdivisionflächen sind aber in diesen standardisierten Datenaustauschformaten nicht 

enthalten. Weiterhin erfüllen sie die Genauigkeitsanforderungen, die im Ingenieurbereich 

höher sind als in der Computergraphik, bisher nicht. Einerseits neigen sie an speziellen 

Punkten zur Wellenbildung, andererseits approximieren häufig verwendete 

Subdivisionalgorithmen, wie der Catmull-Clark Algorithmus, die Eingabenetze nur.  

Um diese Hindernisse zu überwinden, wird in der vorliegenden Arbeit der sogenannte 

Faired Interpolating NURBS (FIN) Algorithmus vorgeschlagen. Er beruht auf einem 

Subdivisionalgorithmus und interpoliert sehr effizient Oberflächennetze mit geglätteten 

NURBS-Flächen beliebiger Topologie.  

Die Stärken des Algorithmus werden an Beispielen aus der Flächenrückführung, dem 

Industriedesign und der Fertigung durch NC-Fräsen aufgezeigt. Im Gegensatz zu 

vergleichbaren Verfahren, die nicht auf Subdivisionmethoden beruhen, ist der Algorithmus 

erheblich effizienter. Aufgrund des allgemeineren topologischen Ansatzes entstehen keine 

Lücken in der Flächendarstellung und die Parameterlinien gehen überall stetig ineinander 

über. Weiterhin sind die Flächen fast global krümmungsstetig. 

Es wird somit nachgewiesen, dass Subdivisiontechniken in der Produktentwicklung 

erfolgreich eingesetzt werden können und erhebliche Vorteile gegenüber anderen 

Methoden der Flächenberechnung haben. 

Berlin, Mai 2004                                                                                   Frank-Lothar Krause 
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Abstract 

The representation of surfaces in smooth, parametric form is of central importance in 

mechanical engineering. In order to machine a shape using a computer, it is necessary to 

produce a computer-compatible description of that shape. 

Subdivision techniques are a surface representation that generalizes B-splines to arbitrary 

topology. Due to their strong geometric properties, they enjoy growing popularity in 

computer graphics. Their application in engineering has been much more hesitant 

because of the following reasons: Subdivision surfaces tend to have oscillations around 

extraordinary vertices and thus don’t obtain a measure of surface fairness demanded in 

e.g. automotive design. Subdivision techniques are not compatible with standards of data 

exchange, like IGES or STEP. Furthermore, approximating algorithms like the commonly 

used Catmull-Clark algorithm shrink in relationship to the input mesh. On the other hand, 

subdivision algorithms have obvious advantages over spline representation also in the 

engineering area, as they can calculate arbitrary topological surfaces in a single 

calculation step. E.g. they can eliminate problems with gaps between patch boundaries 

and discontinuous parameter lines inherent to spline representation. 

This thesis tries to address these problems. A new algorithm based on subdivision 

techniques has been developed that efficiently interpolates a quadrilateral mesh of 

arbitrary topology with almost globally curvature continuous fair NURBS surfaces. The 

algorithm is called FIN ( = faired interpolating NURBS) algorithm. The output NURBS 

surfaces can be exported to commercial CAD systems in standards of data exchange, like 

IGES or STEP.  

All tested models could be converted on a standard Pentium IV 450 MHz PC in a few 

minutes.  

A preliminary example has been manufactured by NC-milling. The output surfaces are 

highly suited for NC-milling as they are watertight, almost globally curvature continuous 

and the parameter lines join smoothly over patch boundaries. 

To apply the algorithm also to triangular meshes, a pre-processing step has been 

developed. This “flat-area detection” step discovers flat areas of the triangular mesh and 

interpolates it with curvature-dependent quadrilaterals. The quadrilaterals will later serve 

as boundaries for the NURBS patches. 

The advantages of the developed algorithm are demonstrated on examples from reverse 

engineering, design and manufacturing. 
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung 

 

Die digitale Darstellung von Flächen in glatter, parametrischer Form ist im Maschinenbau 

von zentraler Bedeutung. 

Um ein Objekt mit Unterstützung des Computers zu fertigen, ist es notwendig, eine 

digitale Darstellung der Objektoberfläche zu finden. Moderne CAD/CAM-Systeme 

verwenden diese Flächen zum Entwurf, zur Analyse und zur Fertigung von 3D-Objekten. 

Zu diesen Zwecken sollte die Flächendarstellung gewisse Anforderungen erfüllen. Sie 

sollte z.B. effizient zu berechnen und zu manipulieren sein und das Objekt mit hoher 

Genauigkeit wiedergeben. 

Moderne Standards der Flächendarstellung sind weit davon entfernt, diese Anforderungen 

zu erfüllen.  

Die Darstellung als Freiformfläche hat sich als besonders umfassend herausgestellt. 

Mathematische Grundlage für solche Darstellungen sind nach Stand der Technik Non-

Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS). Datenaustauschformate wie IGES oder STEP 

enthalten Flächenbeschreibungsvorschriften in Form von NURBS. NURBS-Patches sind 

Tensorprodukte von Kurven und haben somit eine viereckige Form.  

NURBS sind allerdings nicht sonderlich intuitiv und schwer zu manipulieren, da ihre 

Darstellung durch Kontrollpunkte und Knotenvektor in keinem direkten Zusammenhang zu 

dem tatsächlichen Aussehen der Fläche steht. 

Auch ist die viereckige Struktur der NURBS-Patches nicht ideal für die Darstellung von 

Objekten beliebiger Topologie.  

Diese Beobachtung ist nicht neu. Bereits 1978 versuchten Catmull und Clark die rigide 

Einschränkung der B-splines auf Rechteckgitter aufzubrechen, indem sie die Gesetze 

zum Knoteneinfügen auf irreguläre Punkte verallgemeinerten. 

Die so entstandenen sogenannten Subdivisionalgorithmen stellten sich als äußerst 

effizient heraus und erfreuen sich in der Computergraphik zunehmender Beliebtheit. Ein 

mit Subdivisionflächen animierter Film, „Geri’s Game“, gewann sogar einen Oskar. 

Im Ingenieurbereich werden sie aus den folgenden Gründen erst zögerlich eingesetzt: Um 

eine reibungslose Kommunikation zwischen verschiedenen Systemen zu gewährleisten, 

müssen die Daten beim Datenaustausch in standardisierter Form vorliegen. 

Subdivisionflächen sind aber in diesen standardisierten Datenaustauschformaten, z.B. 
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IGES oder STEP, nicht enthalten. Weiterhin erfüllen sie die Genauigkeitsanforderungen, 

die im Ingenieurbereich höher sind als in der Computergraphik, bisher nicht. Einerseits 

neigen sie an speziellen Punkten zur Wellenbildung, andererseits approximieren häufig 

verwendete Subdivisionalgorithmen, wie der Catmull-Clark Algorithmus, die Eingabenetze 

nur.  

Um diese Hindernisse zu überwinden, wird in der vorliegenden Arbeit der sogenannte 

Faired Interpolating NURBS (FIN) Algorithmus vorgeschlagen. Er beruht auf einem 

Subdivisionalgorithmus und interpoliert sehr effizient Oberflächennetze mit geglätteten 

NURBS-Flächen beliebiger Topologie.  

Das erste Kapitel gibt eine Einleitung in das Thema und stellt zusammenfassend die 

Grundideen dar.  

Im zweiten Kapitel wird der Aufbau der NURBS-Flächendarstellung und der 

Subdivisionalgorithmen wiedergegeben und der Zusammenhang zwischen den beiden 

Flächendarstellungen erläutert. Auch wird der gegenwärtige Stand der Technik im Bereich 

der Flächenrekonstruktion dargestellt. 

In Kapitel 3 wird der Faired Interpolating NURBS (FIN) Algorithmus eingeführt. 

Dreiecksnetze werden häufig zur digitalen Darstellung einer Objektoberfläche verwendet. 

Glatte Freiformflächen sind jedoch oft als CAD-Modelle besser geeignet, da sie komplexe 

gekrümmte Oberflächen kompakter darstellen können.  Weiterhin sind einige 

Anwendungen, wie z. B. die Simulation von Highlight Lines, auf Freiformflächen 

zugeschnitten. Deshalb benötigt man Algorithmen, die Dreiecksnetze in Freiformflächen 

umwandeln. Die Freiformfläche sollte in parametrischer Form vorliegen, d.h. als Bild einer 

Funktion. Um Objekte beliebiger Topologie behandeln zu können, wird die Fläche meist 

als eine Ansammlung von Funktionsbildern dargestellt, die Patches genannt werden.  

Der FIN Algorithmus berechnet mit Hilfe von Subdivisionmethoden NURBS-Patches über 

einem Netz beliebiger Topologie. Die Ausgabeflächen können in standardisierten 

Formaten wie IGES oder STEP exportiert werden, um anderen Anwendungen den Zugriff 

auf die Oberfläche zu erlauben. Die Umrechnung geschieht effizient und fast ohne 

Benuzterintervention, was die Anwendungsfreundlichkeit erhöht. Die Grösse der Patches 

wird an die Krümmung der Fläche angepasst, um die Datenmenge möglichst gering zu 

halten. Weiterhin ist die Fläche fast global krümmungsstetig, was komplexe 

Berechnungen erlaubt.  Der FIN Algorithmus kann sowohl auf Dreiecksnetzen als auch 

auf Vierecksnetzen aufsetzen. Um Dreiecksnetze zu bearbeiten, werden diese in einem 

Preprocessing-Schritt vorbereitet. Dieser sogenannte „Flat-Area Detection“-Algorithmus 

wandert spiralförmig über das Netz und vergleicht die Normalenvektoren der 
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benachbarten Dreiecke. Liegen diese geringer auseinander als ein benutzerdefinierter 

Winkel, so fasst man sie in einem relativ ebenen Polygon zusammen. In diese Polygone 

werden dann krümmungsabhängige Vierecke interpoliert, die später als Grenzen der 

NURBS-Patches verwendet werden. Hat man bereits ein Vierecksnetz, so wird in jedes 

Viereck mit dem FIN-Algorithmus ein NURBS-Patch gefügt.  

Als Grundidee wird durch zwei Catmull-Clark Schritte über dem Vierecksnetz ein 

Kontrollnetz erzeugt. Dieses wird dann durch Knoteneinfügen entlang der Patchgrenzen 

in die Standarddarstellungsweise der NURBS-Patches gebracht. Dieser Algorithmus folgt 

einer Idee von Jörg Peters „Patching Catmull-Clark Meshes“.  Würde man bei dieser Idee 

bleiben, würde die Ausgabefläche aber gegenüber dem Eingabenetz 

zusammenschrumpfen und die Datenmenge würde auch recht gross. Die 

Grenzwertfläche neigt um extraordinäre Punkte herum zur Wellenbildung. Diese Nachteile 

sind im Ingenieurbereich nicht unerheblich. Eine genaue Wiedergabe der Daten ist hier 

weitaus wichtiger als in der Computergraphik. Für das Auge kaum sichtbare Wellen in der 

Oberfläche mögen in Computeranimationen unerheblich sein, können aber z.B. bei 

Strömungssimulationen zu erheblichen Störungen führen. Deshalb wird in der 

vorliegenden Arbeit der Algorithmus stark abgewandelt. Ein Catmull-Clark 

Grenzwertpunkt lässt sich als Linearkombination einiger Punkte des Eingabenetzes 

darstellen. Deshalb lassen sich die Interpolationsbedingungen in Form eines linearen 

Gleichungssystems aufstellen, das sich durch das Gauss-Verfahren lösen lässt. Man 

erhält so interpolierende Splineflächen über Netzen beliebiger Topologie. Allerdings 

entstehen als Nebeneffekt der Interpolationsbedingungen starke Oszillationen in der 

Fläche. Diese Oszillationen sind typisch für interpolierende Splines.  

Beim FIN-Algorithmus werden in jedes Viereck vier zusätzliche Punkte eingesetzt, um bei 

Einhaltung der Interpolationsbedingungen genügend Freiheitsgrade zum Glätten zur 

Verfügung zu haben. Es wird angenommen, dass das unterteilte Netz den topologischen 

Zusammenhang eines durch zweimal Catmull-Clark unterteilten Netzes hat. Jeder 

ursprüngliche Netzpunkt lässt sich als Linearkombination des aufgeblähten Netzpunktes 

und seiner Nachbarpunkte darstellen. Jedes aus 16 Kontrollpunkten bestehende Patch 

wird dann durch Knoteneinfügen an den Rändern in Standard NURBS-Form gebracht. 

Zum Glätten der Oszillationen wird als nahe liegender Weg ein Glattheitsfunktional 

herangezogen. Es hat sich erwiesen, dass eine Kombination von Membrane und Thin-

Plate Energiefunktionalen zum Glätten von Splines besonders effektiv ist. Das 

Energiefunktional wird für jedes einzelne Patch aufgestellt und minimiert. Zieht man zum 

Optimieren jedes Patches alle 10 x 10 Kontrollpunkte heran, so wird die Datenmenge sehr 

gross. Deshalb wird in der vorliegenden Arbeit eine vereinfachte Form des Funktionals mit 
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nur 16 Kontrollpunkten optimiert.  In jedes Viereck des Eingabenetzes werden vier 

zusätzliche Punkte interpoliert, um genügend Freiheitsgrade für die 

Glattheitsbedingungen zu generieren. In Anlehnung an den Algorithmus von Jörg Peters 

werden dann entlang jeder Patchgrenze jeweils drei neue Kontrollpunke durch 

Knoteneinfügen berechnet. Die Lage dieser Kontrollpunkte ist somit in Abhängigkeit der 

ursprünglichen 16 Patchkontrollpunkte vorherbestimmt. Nur die Kontrollpunkte um die 

extraordinären Punkte herum enthalten Freiheitsgrade. Es werden somit nur die grossen 

Oszillationen entfernt. Die Glättung der kleinen sternförmigen Oszillationen bleibt eine 

Aufgabe für die Zukunft. Oszillationen an extraordinären Punkten sind allerdings generell 

ein Problem bei Splineflächen. 

Im Ingenieurbereich werden viele Objekte digital als Mannigfaltigkeiten mit Rand 

dargestellt. Die Algorithmen wurden somit in Kapitel 3 auf Mannigfaltigkeiten mit Rand 

verallgemeinert. Hierfür wurde jede Randkurve mit einem B-spline interpoliert und die 

entstandenen Kontrollpunkte als Randkontrollpunkte der anliegenden Patches 

einbezogen. 

In Kapitel 4 werden schließlich mehrere Anwendungen des Algorithmus vorgestellt und 

die Potentiale von Subdivisionflächen in der Produktentwicklung aufgezeigt.  

Bei herkömmlichen Verfahren zur Berechnung von Splineflächen entstehen 

Schwierigkeiten an den Grenzen zwischen den Patches. So gehen hier die 

Parameterlinien im Regelfall nicht glatt ineinander über, was z.B. die Simulation von 

Fräsbahnen erschwert. Oft entstehen sogar Lücken zwischen den Patches. An 

extraordinären Punkten ist es schwer, eine stetige Fläche zu errechnen. Algorithmen, die 

auf Subdivisionmethoden beruhen, beheben diese Probleme aufgrund ihrer auf eine 

allgemeine Topologie ausgerichteten Eigenschaften. 

Ein Anwendungsfall ist das Reverse Engineering, das als Inversion des 

Konstruktionsprozesses von der Idee über das CAD-Modell zum Produkt definiert werden 

kann. In dieser Arbeit wird Reverse Engineering im Rahmen eines Tele-Manufacturing 

Systems eingesetzt. Physische Modelle, die eingescant wurden, werden mit Hilfe des 

entwickelten Algorithmus in ein CAD-Modell rückgeführt und an der TU Berlin gefertigt. 

Der FIN Algorithmus stellt sich als erheblich effizienter als vergleichbare kommerzielle 

Systeme heraus. 

Im Industriedesign werden Modelle entworfen, anhand derer das Verhalten des späteren 

Produkts simuliert werden kann. Beim Computer-Aided Industrial Design wird dieser 

Entwurf digital erstellt.  Dabei wird Oberfläche des Modells häufig als Dreiecksnetz 

abgelegt. Um diese Oberflächenmodelle für Simulationen zugänglich zu machen, die auf 
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Splineflächen zugeschnitten sind, braucht man Konvertierungsalgorithmen. Auch hier 

wurde der FIN-Algorithmus effektiv eingesetzt. 

Weiterhin wurden mit Hilfe des FIN Algorithmus schnell digitale Modelle von Gussformen 

für Porzellangeschirr entwickelt. Einige Beispiele der Ausgabeflächen konnten mittels NC-

Fräsen gefertigt werden. Sie sind sogar für das NC-Fräsen besonders geeignet, da sie 

fast global krümmungsstetig sind und die Parameterlinien überall glatt ineinander 

übergehen.  

Zusammenfassend kann man sagen, daß in der vorliegenden Arbeit sehr 

vielversprechende Einsatzmöglichkeiten für Subdivisionalgorithmen in der 

Produktentwicklung vorgestellt werden. Wichtige zukünftige Entwicklungen sind das 

Entfernen der kleinen sternförmigen Wellen aus der Oberfläche. Vorstellbar wäre auch 

eine Vereinfachung des Algorithmus, in der die Schritte Interpolation, Flächenberechnung 

und Glattheitsoptimierung weiter zusammengefasst werden.  
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1. Introduction  

 

The representation of surfaces in a smooth, parametric form is of central importance in 

mechanical engineering.  

In order to machine a shape using a computer, it is necessary to produce a computer-

compatible description of that shape. The most promising description has been identified 

to be in terms of parametric surfaces. Modern CAD/CAM-systems employ these surfaces 

for design, analysis and manufacturing of 3D objects [1]. For these purposes, the surface 

representation should meet certain requirements. It should e.g. be efficient to render and 

manipulate, curvature smooth, data dependent on the geometric complexity of the object, 

and accurately reflect the shape of the object.  

Modern standards of surface representation are far from meeting these requirements. 

The de facto standard for smooth freeform surfaces in CAD/CAM systems is the general 

class of non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS). Common data exchange formats like 

IGES or STEP contain description formalization in terms of NURBS. NURBS surface 

patches are tensor-products of curves and thus have quadrilateral structure. Within each 

patch, quick calculation of surface points and curvature continuity is possible. The rational 

structure of the functions allows exact representation of all quadrics (spheres, cones, 

etc.).  

However, NURBS representation is not intuitive to understand and manipulate, as the 

representation by control points and knot vector is in no direct relationship with the actual                                                                                                                                     

appearance of the surface.  

Furthermore, as mathematicians know, the quadrilateral structure of the NURBS patches 

is not ideal for representation of arbitrary topology objects.  

A central theorem from topology, the so-called ‘hairy ball theorem’ or ‘hedgehog theorem’, 

states that no tangent vector field on a sphere exists without at least one singularity, or 

‘swirl’. One can imagine that if the ball was covered by hair, it would be impossible to 

comb it flat against the sphere without at least one swirl resulting [2].    

This theorem is fundamental to several branches of mathematics. E.g. in mathematical 

physics it is a consequence that there exists no flow over a sphere without a singularity. 

The importance of this theorem to mathematics lets us deduce that it also has an 

influence on many fields of engineering applications. 
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A conclusion from this theorem is the fact that no sphere can be covered by a 

quadrilateral mesh without at least one singular point, that is, a point where unequal to 

four quadrilaterals meet. These points are called extraordinary vertices [3]. 

 

 

Figure 1: The hedgehog theorem 

 

In topology, surfaces are classified according to their ‘genus’, or number of holes. Objects 

of genus 0 are spheres, of genus 1 are tori, cylinders and planes, genus two are two-

handled tori, etc.  

 

 

Figure 2: Objects of genus 0, 1, and 2 

 

 

Planes, cylinders and tori are of the same genus as a plane, glued together at two edges 
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is a cylinder and a cylinder, glued together at two boundary circles is a one-handled torus.  

Of all existing objects in this world, only those of genus 1 are coverable with a 

quadrilateral mesh without extraordinary vertices. It is possible to visualize this fact 

without mathematical argumentation as a plane can be covered by a regular quadrilateral 

grid. 

Thus most objects in this world, and especially in engineering, if described by standard 

NURBS representation, would have at least one extraordinary vertex in their 

parameterization.  Especially at these vertices however difficulties arise. It is e.g. hard to 

maintain smoothness conditions here. 

This observation is not new. In 1978, Catmull and Clark [5] and Doo and Sabin [6] 

independently published two so-called subdivision algorithms that generalize B-spline knot 

insertion rules to general topology.  

Since then subdivision algorithms have enjoyed growing popularity in the computer 

graphics community, majoring in an academy award winning film, ‘Geri’s Game’, 

generated by subdivision surfaces. 

Subdivision surfaces are slowly gaining popularity in engineering applications [7]. A main 

hindrance reason for their acceptance is the fact that they are not yet contained in 

standards of data exchange, like IGES or STEP. In commercial CAD systems, NURBS 

are still the de facto standard. Approximating algorithms like the commonly used Catmull-

Clark algorithm shrink in relationship to the input mesh. In engineering, good data 

approximation is far more important than in computer graphics. Furthermore, it is hard to 

obtain a measure of surface fairness on subdivision surfaces necessary for manufacturing 

purposes [4]. 

Goal of this thesis is to create an algorithm that overcomes these problems and makes 

the advantages of subdivision techniques applicable for engineering purposes.   

The newly designed algorithm is employed in the context of reverse engineering systems. 

The task of creating a digital model from a physical model is called reverse engineering. In 

reverse engineering, e.g. the shape, the color or the material properties of an object may 

be reconstructed. Creating a processable digital surface model is called surface 

reconstruction. In the context of mechanical engineering, ‘processable’ means compatible 

with traditional CAD systems. The resulting surfaces should be presentable as NURBS 

surfaces in standard data exchange formats like IGES or STEP. They should be 

represented in a shape applicable for manufacturing purposes. 
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One can thus define reverse engineering as the inversion of the construction process from 

the idea over the CAD model to the product. 

In product development, physical models of a product are constructed after product 

design which are used as prototypes of future products only after an extensive 

investigation. The creation of physical models, which may reach a measurement of 1:1 in 

automotive construction, improves visualization of the model and allows an intuitive 

improvement of design and function specific details. Often manipulations of the surface’s 

shape are undertaken to improve its visual or technological properties. For instance, a 

clay model may be sent through a wind channel to investigate its flow behavior. These 

physical models have to be reconstructed into a digital model. 

Most surface reconstruction approaches used are based on an initial triangular mesh. The 

mesh is then simplified and surface patches are reconstructed over the simplified mesh. 

Some of the methods reconstruct 3D objects as polygonal meshes and others as smooth 

freeform surfaceIn this thesis, surface reconstruction is conducted starting from a 

triangular mesh.  

In section 2, an introduction to the state of the art in CAD surfaces, subdivision surfaces in 

computer graphics applications, and surface reconstruction algorithms is given. 

Especially, the mathematical formalism necessary to understand the introduced new 

developments is presented. 

In section 3, a new surface reconstruction algorithm based on subdivision methods is 

described. A flat area detection algorithm is introduced that partitions a triangle mesh of 

arbitrary topology into curvature dependent quadrilaterals. To efficiently calculate a high 

quality surface representation, a subdivision algorithm in combination with a linear system 

of equations is used in this thesis. On this basis, an algorithm was developed that rapidly 

and fully automatically interpolates triangular meshes with fair NURBS surfaces that have 

a curvature dependent data amount and are almost globally curvature smooth. This new 

algorithm is named FIN (faired interpolating NURBS) algorithm. It inherits many of the 

strong properties of subdivision algorithms. 

The practicability of the developed method FIN is demonstrated in section 4 on examples 

from design, reverse engineering and manufacturing.  
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    2. Mathematical Basics and State of the Art 

  

  2.1. Mathematical Basics of Surface Representation 

2.1.1. NURBS  

2.1.1.1. The NURBS Curve 

In the 1950s, 3D stamps and dies started to be machined out of blocks of wood or steel. 

For this process, now called Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM), an adequate 

computer-compatible shape, preferably as a parametric surface, is necessary [1].   

While the theory of parametric surfaces was investigated in differential geometry, dating 

back to the time of GAUSS [8], their potential for the representation of surfaces in the field 

of engineering remained unknown for a long time. In the beginnings of Computer Aided 

Geometric Design (CAGD) they were determined to be the most promising surface 

representation [9]. 

In the 1960s, DE CASTELJAU at Citroen and BEZIER at Renault independently 

developed the theory of Bezier curves and surfaces. COONS at Ford and GORDON at 

General Motors developed methods which can interpolate a curve mesh by polynomial 

interpolation. At the same time B-splines, introduced by SCHOENBERG in the 1940s, 

were used by FERGUSON at Boeing and SABIN at the British Aircraft Corporation. 

Combining the ideas of Bezier curves and splines naturally leads to an efficient and 

numerically stable representation of B-splines and further on to nonuniform rational B-

splines (NURBS), which is the de-facto standard of today’s CAD systems. Detailed 

information about the theoretical and practical aspects of B-splines and NURBS can be 

found in [9, 10, 11, 12]. 

NURBS are defined by control points and basis functions in the shape of polynomials of 

equal degree. 

The authors COX and DE BOOR have independently of each other developed the 

representation of B-spline basis functions still customary today for implementation on the 

computer. 

Let { }muuU ,...,0=   be the knot vector with the knots u  and let 1,...,0, −=≤ + miuu mii . Then  

the i th basis function )(, uN pi  of degree p  is defined by the following recursive 

equations: 
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The basis function has the following properties: 

• )(0, uNi  is a step function, equal to zero everywhere except on the half-open 

interval [ )1, +∈ ii uuu ; 

• Computation of a set of basis functions requires specification of a knot vector, U , 

and the degree, 

p ;

 

Figure 3: Cubic B-spline basis functions N0,3, N1,3, N2,3 and N3,3 with uniform knot vector 
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• The computation of the p th-degree functions generates a truncated triangular 

table 

                

M

M
M

M

0,4

1,3

2,20,3

3,11,2

2,10,2

3,01,1

2,00,1

1,0

0,0

N
N

NN
NN

NN
NN

NN
N

N

 

 

• Equation 2.1 can yield the quotient 
0
0

, this quotient is defined to be zero. 

• The )(, uN pi  are piecewise polynomials, defined on the entire real line; 

generally only the interval [ ]muu ,0  is of interest; 

• The half-open interval, [ui,ui+1), is called the i th knot span; it can have zero 

length, since knots need not be distinct. 

• For u outside of the interval [ui,ui+1), Ni,0(u) = 0. 

• Ni,p(u) = 0 for all i, p and u. 

• For any knot span [ui,ui+1), the sum of all basis functions 1)(, =∑ −=
uNi

pij pj  

for all u with [ )1, +∈ ii uuu . 
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Figure 4: B-spline basis functions with non-periodic knot vector { }1,1,1,1,5.0,0,0,0,0=U  

One can differentiate between uniform or non-uniform types of knot vectors. 

A knot vector is called uniform if its knots have equal distances (ui+1 – ui = const). 

The end knots of the knot vector have multiplicity equal to the order k= p+1 of the basis 

functions: 

 

Also knots inside the knot vector may have higher multiplicity. 

In the following text the knot vector is normalized to  

 

To generate a cubic B-spline curve C(u) at least four control points iP  ,  i= 0…n , 

are multiplied with the basis functions Ni,p given in equation 2.1. 

 

                                       i

n

i
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0
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=
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                   33,323,213,103,0 )()()()()( PuNPuNPuNPuNuC +++=                  (2.3)  

{ }.,...,,,...,,,..., 11 bbuuaaU pmp −−+=

{ }.1,...,0=U
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or in compact shape 

 

                                                            

B-splines have the following properties: 

• C(u) is a piecewise polynomial curve; the degree, p, number of control points, 

n+1, and number of knots, m+1, are related by  

m = n+p+1  

• Endpoint interpolation: C(0) = P0 and C(1) = Pn; 

• The curve is contained in the convex hull of the control points; 

• If n = p and U = {0,…,0,1,…,1}, then C(u) is a Bezier curve; 

• Local modification scheme: moving Pi changes C(u) only in the interval 

[ui,ui+p+1). This follows from the fact that Ni,p(u) = 0 for [ )1, +∉ ii uuu  
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Figure 5: Example of a cubic B-spline with non-periodic knot vector 

 

2.1.1.2. The NURBS Surface 

A bicubic is obtained by taking a bidirectional net of control points, two knot vectors and 

the products of the univariate B-spline functions 

                                                              

with  

 

 

and 
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U has r+1 knots and V has s+1 knots. 

The matrix representation is 

with 

                                                             ]1[ 23 uuuU =  

                                                             ]1[ 23 vvvV =  

 

                                                                      

 

 

                                                           

A NURBS-surface of degree p in u-direction and degree q in v-direction is a piecewise 

rational function of the shape 

 

                                                                 

 

with  1,0 ≤≤ vu . 

The properties of the two dimensional basis functions resemble those of the one 

dimensional ones: 
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• Ni,p(u) Nj,q(v)  = 0 for all i,j,p,q,u,v. 

• For any knot span [ ] [ ]1,01,0),( ×∈vu , the sum of all basis functions 

1)()(
0 ,0 , =∑ ∑= =

vNuNn

i pj
m

j pi  

• The Ni,p(u) Nj,q(v)  are zero, if (u,v) is outside of [ ) [ )11, , ++++ × qjjpii vvuu  

B-spline surfaces have the following properties: 

• If n = p, m = q, { }1,...,1,0,...,0=U  and { }1,...,1,0,...,0=V  

then F(u,v) is a Bezier-spline surface. 

• The surface F(u,v) interpolates the four corner control points: 

S(0,0) = P0,0 , S(1,0) = Pn,0   ,      S(0,1) = P0,m  ,         S(1,1) = Pn,m. 

• If (u,v) lies in the interval [u,u) x [v,v), then S(u,v) lies inside the convex hull of 

the control points P with 00 iipi ≤≤−  and  00 jjqj ≤≤−  

• If the coordinates of Pi,j  are modified, only the surface S(u,v)  in the rectangular 

space [ui, ui+p+1) x [vj,vj+q+1) changes shape 

 

 

2.1.1.3.Knot Insertion 

One of the most important algorithms for B-splines is knot insertion. With its help, one can 

determine points on curves and surfaces, add control points for modification of the surface 

and split curves and surfaces. 

In the following, a formula is derived for the calculation of the new control point which 

results from knot insertion.  

Let 

                                                   

i

n

i
pi PuNuC )()(
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0
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=

= (2.11) 
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be a NURBS curve with the knot vector U = {u0, … , um}. 

If one inserts a new knot u  in the interval [ )1, +∈ kk uuu  of the knot vector U, one obtains 

the new knot vector  

 

The NURBS curve with the new knot vector is now: 

 

                                                                         

where the )(, uN pi  are the pth-degree basis functions over U . Respecting the property of 

B-spline basis functions that maximally p+1 of the basis functions )(, uN pi  are unequal to 

zero, it can be deduced 

 

and 

 

 

                                                       

The equations (2.13) - (2.15) let us deduce respecting the linear independency of the 

basis functions: 
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Regarding only the basis functions with )(, uN pi with i = k-p, … , k and expressing these in 

terms of the )(, uN pi  with i = k-p, …, k+1 one obtains 

 

Inserting equation (2.18) into (2.13) one obtains 
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By using the knot vector U  instead of U and equating coefficients one obtains 
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For i=k-p+1,…,k  it is set 

and noted that 

                                                                       

Using the linear independence of the basis functions one obtains by inserting equation 

2.21 and 2.22 into equation 2.20 
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By combining equations 2.16, 2.17 and 2.23, one obtains the formula for computing all the 

new control points, w
iQ , of eq. 2.12, that is 

 

where 

                                                        

 

2.1.1.4.Multiple Knot Insertion – Curve Splitting 

Sometimes it is necessary to insert a knot multiple times into a curve. To this end, eq. 

2.24 is converted. The knot [ )1, +∈ kk uuu  should obtain the multiplicity s. It should be 

inserted r times, where 1+≤+ psr . This is necessary to e.g. split a curve. Let the ith 

control point of the rth insertion be w
riQ ,  (with w

i
w
oi PQ =, ). 

Then 
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2.1.1.5.Inverse Knot Insertion 

If one inversely wants to insert a control point in between the control points Pi-1  

and Pi  without changing the shape of the NURBS curve, one also has to insert a knot  

 into the knot vector. To this end, a value s  is used with 10 ≤≤ s  so that 

                                                                                      

 

The value s can be calculated by: 

                                                                             

The knot u  turns out to be 

 

                                                                              

 

2.1.2. Subdivision Methods 

Already in the 1970s Catmull and Clark tried to break up the rigid restriction of B-splines to 

quadrilateral grids by generalising the B-spline knot insertion rules to extraordinary 

vertices. 

The publication of the papers by Catmull and Clark [5] and Doo and Sabin [6] in 1978 

marked the beginning of subdivision for surface modelling. The basic ideas behind 

subdivision can be traced as far back as the late 40s and early 50s when G. de Rham 

used “corner cutting” to describe smooth curves. In the 1990s the full potential of this idea 

was recognized and a lively research in the area of subdivision surfaces began, majoring 

in an academy award winning film ‘Geri’s Game’.  
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Figure 6: Example of subdivision of a curve in the plane 

 

On the left 4 points connected with straight line segments. To the right of it a refined 

version: 3 new points have been inserted “in between” the old points and again a 

piecewise linear curve connecting them is drawn. After two more steps of subdivision the 

curve starts to become rather smooth [3].                                                                                                                                             

A subdivision curve or surface can be defined as the limit of a recursive refinement of a 

piecewise linear input curve or mesh.  

Figure 10 shows an example of subdivision of a curve. On the left we begin with 4 points 

connected through three straight line segments. Next, a new point is inserted in between 

every two old points. The location of the new point is obtained by averaging between the 

two direct neighbours and the next two neighbouring points. One obtains additionally 3 

more points “in between” the four old points.  For this reason, the piecewise linear curve 

begins to look smoother. Repeating the process an even smoother looking piecewise 

linear curve is obtained. It is easy to see that after a few more steps of this procedure the 

resulting curve would be resolved down to pixel level.  

 

Figure 7: Example of subdivision for a surface, showing 3 successive levels of refinement 

 

In the following, a comparison of the advantages of subdivision surfaces to modelling with 

splines is given. 
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Most surfaces needed to be modelled in computer graphics or in engineering have 

arbitrary topology. This means the genus of the surface represented by the mesh is 

arbitrary and consequently the mesh may have vertices of arbitrary degree. A mesh 

consisting of quadrilateral faces is considered regular if all vertices have valence four. The 

Euler characteristic of a graph tells us that only surfaces topologically equivalent to an 

infinite plane, an infinite cylinder or a torus can be covered by a regular mesh. For all 

other topologies, extraordinary vertices with a valence different from four have to appear 

in the mesh. For triangular meshes, the same is true except that regular meshes have 

valence six at each vertex. When rectangular spline patches are used to model surfaces 

of arbitrary topology, difficulties like enforcing higher order continuity conditions at these 

points are bound to arise. The Catmull-Clark algorithm was first designed to address this 

problem and generalize quadrilateral B-splines to arbitrary topology. Subdivision 

algorithms can effectively calculate a global surface of arbitrary topology with relatively 

high surface quality at each point. 

Another significant characteristic of subdivision algorithms is the locality of most schemes. 

Only a small number of neighbouring input points is needed to compute a new point. This 

has advantages both in efficiency and in flexibility and in modelling surface features. 

Subdivision algorithms are easy to implement and allow flexible control when inserting 

small surface features. For splines, on the contrary, it is computationally expensive to 

incorporate features at arbitrary locations. Furthermore, it is straightforward to realize 

level-of-detail rendering or compression for the internet into subdivision techniques. 

The abovementioned advantages explain the increasing popularity of subdivision 

schemes for computer graphics applications. 

In mechanical engineering, requirements for a good surface representation are a bit 

different than in computer graphics. A higher exactness of representation is demanded. 

For example small oscillations in the surface, which may be negligible in the visual 

performance demanded by computer graphics, may give rise to large disturbances in e.g. 

flow simulation.  

Nevertheless, subdivision algorithms are slowly gaining popularity in engineering 

applications. It may be concluded that subdivision surfaces will prove superior to NURBS 

representation after overcoming some open research problems due to the following 

reasons: 

The de-facto standard in CAD representation is NURBS patches. Although possible in 

commercial CAD systems, modelling complex objects with NURBS patches requires 

patching and trimming. Trimming two NURBS patches to match their shared boundary 
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frequently involves the calculation of surface-surface intersection, which is numerically 

expensive and prone to numerical errors. Complex continuity constraints must be imposed 

along the patch boundaries to ensure smoothness requirements. Furthermore, a surface 

model represented by several patches is prone to have errors such as gaps between the 

patches or degenerate patches. These errors may increase by data conversion between 

systems and make further processing, e.g. by FEM methods, difficult [91,93].   

A variety of subdivision schemes exist. However, there is a straightforward way to classify 

most of the schemes based on three criteria: 

  - the type of refinement rule (vertex insertion or corner-cutting); 

Vertex insertion: Catmull-Clark, Loop, Kobbelt 

Corner-Cutting: Doo-Sabin, Midedge 

- the type of generated mesh (triangular or quadrilateral); 

triangular: Loop, Butterfly 

quadrilateral: Catmull-Clark, Kobbelt, Doo-Sabin 

- whether the scheme is approximating or interpolating;  

approximating: Catmull-Clark, Doo-Sabin, Loop  

interpolating: Kobbelt, Modified Butterfly, Midedge 

There are three main hindrance reasons for the acceptance of subdivision algorithms in 

engineering: 

- They are not compatible with standards of data exchange like STEP or IGES. 

-       Approximating algorithms like the commonly used Catmull-Clark algorithm  

shrink in relationship to the input data. 

 -        They tend to have oscillations and thus don’t meet the fairness requirements  

of e.g. automotive industry.  

In this thesis, solutions to these problems are proposed. To understand how they 

are constructed, now one of the most commonly used subdivision algorithms is 

introduced. 
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2.1.3. The Catmull-Clark Algorithm 

A bicubic B-spline patch can be expressed in matrix shape: 
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is the cubic B-spline basis function matrix and 
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Figure 8: B-spline patch 

 

In the further discussion only the partial patch 0 < u < ½ an 0 < v < ½ are regarded. This is 

possible because of the symmetry of the B-spline basis matrix.  This subpatch is S(u1,v1) 

with u1 = u/2 und v1= v/2 . If one inserts these expressions into equation 2.31, one obtains 
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and 

 

   

This subpatch should still be a bicubic spline with its own control mesh P1, that fulfills 

 

 

Now it is demanded that this expression is identical to equation 2.31. 

This is fulfilled for arbitrary values of u and v if  

 

 

As the matrix M is invertible, 
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This means the new control points of G1 can be determined by the old control points of G 

by 

G1 = H1GHt
1.  

By  G1 = H1GHt
1 each new face point is calculated by 

 

 

A new edge point is calculated by 
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The new vertex point Q11 is given by 
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where 

 

 

and 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9:  B-Spline-Patch with a sub-mesh Q  refined by subdivision 

      

Every new control point can be calculated by one of the above three expressions. As they 

have been derived from standard B-spline representation, they are the control points of a 

b-cubic B-spline surface. 

The main idea of Catmull and Clark in 1978 was to generalize the explained in the above 

to extraordinary points. They believed this would be an approach to obtain an elegant 
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representation of arbitrary topological surfaces. They devised new rules to calculate new 

face points, new edge points and new vertex points: 

• New face point: the average of all old vertices of a face 

  

• New edge point: the average of the endpoints of the edge with the average of the 

new face points of the faces bordering the edge 

 

• New vertex point 
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where Q is the average of all new face points of the face surrounding the vertex, 

     R is the average of all new edge points of the edges connected to the vertex, 

                 S is the old vertex point. 

 

There is a correlation between subdivision surfaces and B-spline representation. 

The Catmull-Clark algorithm was developed to overcome the topology restriction of B-

splines to rectangular grids. It generalizes B-spline knot insertion rules to extraordinary 

points.  Thus, Catmull-Clark surfaces concur with B-splines on regular grids, but can only 

described by more complicated functions at extraordinary vertices. Peters [34] has altered 

Catmull-Clark algorithm (into a non-stationary algorithm) so that the surface around 

extraordinary points can also be described by B-splines. 

 

  2.2. State of the Art in Surface Reconstruction 

2.2.1. Surface Reconstruction from Scan Cloud to CAD Model 

Rapid prototyping methods are used in many companies to create physical objects from 

digital models. The inverse problem is known as reverse engineering (RE). In reverse 

engineering, a physical object is scanned using a laser scanner or another scanning 

device, and the scanned data is reconstructed into a surface or a 3D model. 

 

Various properties of a 3D object can be recovered, including its shape, its color, and its 

material properties. The problem of recovering a 3D shape is called surface 

reconstruction. The goal of surface reconstruction may be stated as follows: Given a set of 

sample points X assumed to lie on or near a known surface U, create a surface model S 

approximating U. 
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A comprehensive review that includes a comparison of reverse engineering techniques is 

provided in [13]. Most RE approaches used are based on an initial triangular mesh 

(parameterization). The mesh is then simplified and surface patches are reconstructed 

over the simplified mesh (surface fitting). Some of the methods reconstruct 3D objects as 

polygonal meshes and others as smooth freeform surfaces.  

There are also mesh independent surface reconstruction methods. Levin [21] published 

an approximation algorithm based on the "moving least squares" method over a locally 

defined parameter domain. This work is still theoretical. 

 

Considering the state of the art of reverse engineering methods that deal with the entire 

surface reconstruction process, i.e. parameterization and surface fitting, the following 

methods are the most advanced:  

 

Hoppe’s method [19] uses a mesh generation algorithm first published in [16] and fits 

triangular Loop's subdivision surfaces over the mesh. The algorithm may yield sharp 

features such as corners and creases. Some disadvantages of Hoppe’s algorithm are: 

• The output surfaces are Loop's subdivision surfaces, which cannot be processed by 

commercial CAD systems. 

• The algorithm uses a global density parameter for the sampled data and cannot 

handle  sampled data with varying point density. Hoppe states this problem in [35] as 

future work. 

• The optimization process is slow. 

• Although sharp features are modeled, detection is not guaranteed and a mathematical 

explanation or proof is missing. 

 

Guo [18] uses α-shapes in order to create the initial approximation mesh. The mesh is 

then fitted with a manifold surface that displays C1-continuity everywhere [36]. Some 

disadvantages of Guo’s algorithm are: 

• The algorithm creates a model using freeform manifold surfaces that are not 

compatible with traditional CAD systems. 

• Sharp features are neither detected nor modeled. 

• The initial mesh is created using α-shapes, which is a slow process. Moreover, the 

process should be repeated several times. 

Eck et. al. [17] devised the only known algorithm able to create a model that uses B-spline 

surfaces with G1 continuity. For surface fitting, a spline construction scheme of Peters is 

employed [37]. The model created in this method is compatible with traditional CAD 

systems; however, it has the following disadvantages: 
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• Sharp features are not modeled. 

• The algorithm is not applicable to data of varying sampling density as described 

previously in [35]. 

• Continuity across patch borders is only G1. 

 

Commercial systems such as the surface reconstruction module in CATIA, METRIS, or 

PointMaster by Knotenpunkt [39, 40, 44] require that the user manually defines 

quadrilaterals on the point cloud, which are then reconstructed into single B-spline 

patches. On complex objects, this manual division into quadrilaterals may be tedious. In 

addition, the patches are not always joined into a single smooth surface after 

reconstruction. SurfaceWrap by RaindropGeomagic [45] offers a fairly automatic 

segmentation into patch boundaries, but only creates maximally C1-smoothness over the 

whole surface. This makes a global, automatic surface reconstruction desirable.  

 

 

2.2.2. Feature Detection 

The partitioning of triangular meshes into areas of equal geometric or semantic properties 

is a widely researched field.   

Automatically extracting geometric properties like areas of equal curvature or flat areas is 

a problem not satisfactorily answered yet. Rössl, Kobbelt and Seidelt have conducted 

research in this direction employing morphological operators [46].  

Feature regions distinguish themselves by high curvature. Rössl et al. are using discrete 

curvature analysis on triangle meshes to obtain curvature values in every vertex of a 

mesh. These values are then thresholded resulting in a so called binary feature vector. By 

adapting morphological operators to triangle meshes, noise and artefacts can be removed 

from the feature. Rössl et al.  introduce an operator that determines the skeleton of the 

feature region. This skeleton can then be converted into a graph representing the desired 

feature. Therefore a description of the surface’s geometrical characteristics is constructed. 

Curvature evaluation for discrete surfaces can be based on the algorithm proposed by 

Moreton and Sequin [79]. In particular in surface processing, curvature evaluation is used 

to detect important features [47, 48, 49, 50, 52]. Another method of computing the 

curvature on discrete datasets is given by [48] where the surface is locally projected on 

polynomial graphs over the tangent space. In [52] the mean curvature is defined as the 

first variation of the area functional. This approach is closely related to the minimal surface 

algorithm by Polthier and Pinkall [51]. Curvature is an object which comes along with 
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smoothness. Consequently, on discrete surfaces one can separate areas of low curvature 

from non-smooth areas.  

The work described in [47] utilizes the curvature properties to inspect a manufactured 

object. The objective of the work is to estimate curvatures of triangular meshes that have 

been densely sampled by 3D scanners.  In this research, algorithms have been developed 

for two kinds of triangular meshes: meshes reconstructed from synthesized sampled 

points (from CAD models), and meshes reconstructed from noisy scanned points of real 

objects. The work is based on 3 main methods from the literature. The first algorithm is 

based on angle-based curvature estimation; it calculates curvature by summing the 

angles for the mesh vertices. The second algorithm uses Taubin curvature estimation with 

different modifications. The third method estimates a local analytic surface and calculates 

its curvature based on Hamann’s algorithm. 

A partitioning based on semantic meaning of areas was conducted by St. Germain et al 

[53]. 

Knowledge is formulated in terms of geometric and parametric constraints that confine the 

topology of the hypothesized model to well-defined forms. The reverse engineering 

process is defined as an optimization framework attempting to minimize the distance from 

the sensed data to the hypothesized model while enforcing all constraints. The constraints 

directly and indirectly impose structure on the geometry of the model and are 

mathematically formulated in a manner that allows them to be integrated into global 

optimization methods. The process produces CAD models that more accurately represent 

the form and function of the exemplar parts as originally designed. 

Knowledge is formulated in terms of geometric and parametric constraints that confine the 

topology of the hypothesized model to well-defined forms. The reverse engineering 

process is defined as an optimization framework attempting to minimize the distance from 

the sensed data to the hypothesized model while enforcing all constraints. The constraints 

directly and indirectly impose structure on the geometry of the model and are 

mathematically formulated in a manner that allows them to be integrated into global 

optimization methods. The process produces CAD models that more accurately represent 

the form and function of the exemplar parts as originally designed. 

 

2.2.3. NURBS Fitting 

One of the most difficult problems in reverse engineering is the surface fitting problem, i.e. 

fitting of a smooth surface to discrete data. The discrete data may be the result of 
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numerical simulations, finite element solutions or the evaluation of mathematical functions. 

Many different methods addressing specific sub-problems have been addressed in many 

publications, of which the main ones are [22,23,24,30].  

In general, one can distinguish between interpolating and approximating methods. 

Interpolating methods may be used if the data points are more or less positioned exactly 

on the surface. If the samples carry some noise, however, an approximating solution may 

more adequately average out the intended surface. Another problem is that the 

interpolating surfaces might have unwanted oscillations. 

Therefore, the choice of the appropriate method will depend on the specific structure of 

the problem. 

The interpolation problem can be stated as follows: given a set of n data points  

( ) 3,, RzyxP iiii ∈=  with corresponding parameter values ( ) 2, Rvup iii ∈= and some 

class S of parameterized surfaces 32: RRW → , find SW ∈  such that W(pi) = (Pi) for all i. 

S may consist of bivariate polynomials, tensor product B-splines or NURBS, piecewise 

Bezier patches or triangular splines. 

If S is spanned by basis functions B1, . . . , Bk,  the interpolation function j

k

j
j BcW ∑

=

=
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k

j
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 for all i, thus the unknowns c1, . . . , ck can be found by solving the 
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This problem will not be solvable in general if k < n and the existence of a unique solution 

requires k = n.  

Even though the calculated solution may interpolate the data points, it is a common 

observation for interpolating algorithms that unwanted oscillations appear in the surface. A 

common way to address this problem is by combining the interpolation conditions with a 

   (2.49) 

  (2.48) 
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fairness functional. More degrees of freedom are added to the problem than necessary to 

fulfil the interpolation conditions. These degrees of freedom are then constrained by a 

functional that measures fairness.  

If ( ) RWE =   is such a fairness functional, the task is now to find SW ∈  such that all 

points W(pi) = (Pi)  are interpolated for all i, and E(F)  is minimal while still satisfying the 

interpolation conditions.  

Many fairness functionals have been investigated for efficiency and output of surface 

quality.  

There always seems to be a trade-off between these two characteristics. In general, 

derivatives of the surface are integrated over a quadrilateral patch to form the functional. 

Moreton and Sequin [79] find the minimum of this functional by a gradient descent 

scheme. Lott and Pullin [106] define surface fairness as an integral over the surface 

curvatures and simplify this complex functional by difference equations. These functionals 

are still non-linear. In more recent publications, simpler linear functionals based on thin-

plate and membrane energy are introduced. These functionals are dependent on the 

parameterisation of the surface. Greiner has modified thin plate and membrane energies 

into parameter-independent functionals.    

However, interpolation is not always the best method for surface fitting. If the data points 

are not exact it is advisable to give up interpolation and better look for an approximating 

surface. The most common approach to this problem is the classical method of least- 

squares, whereby the approximation error 

 

 

is to be minimized. With the definitions from above this approximation error can be 

rewritten as 
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and the minimum can be found by solving 

 

In some cases, this equation can be solved by Cholesky, QR decomposition or by 

conjugate gradient method.  

The parameterisation may not be optimal for calculation of the above-defined minimal 

distances between the surface and the data points. Therefore, Hoschek et al. [73] found 

the so-called alternating algorithm which finds new parameter values after each 

optimisation step. This surface fitting method is referred to as the alternating method and 

uses alternating least squares fitting (LSQ) and re-parametrization to optimize the fitted 

surface. However, these techniques consume a large amount of memory resources and 

are not suitable for large-scale range images. 

However, the re-parameterization is local, and only one B-spline patch is considered. The 

methods used in [30,31] solve the global fitting problem in a single stage. 

Equation 2.52 is called the normal equation. Note that the matrix M = BtB is symmetric, 

positive semidefinite. In case of approximation with B-spline curves, M is also sparse and 

has band structure. Furthermore, if the Schoenberg- Whitney conditions are fullfilled, the 

matrix is actually invertible and the normal equation can be solved by the method of 

Cholesky, QR decomposition or the conjugate gradient method [65]. However, in the 

bivariate case such simple conditions do not exist unless the given data is gridded and the 

uniqueness of the solution cannot be guaranteed. To overcome these difficulties, a 

variational approach can be used for solving the interpolation problem. The idea is to start 

with a class of surfaces having more degrees of freedom which are strictly necessary to 

fulfil the interpolation conditions and to use the remaining degrees of freedom to smooth 

the surface [67, 68]. This is achieved by minimizing a functional that somehow measures 

the smoothness [32], bi-quadratic Bezier patches are used for surface representation. 

However, B-spline surface representation is more general and more acceptable in CAD 

systems.  

Subdivision surfaces generalize B-spline representation to arbitrary topology. One may 

thus deduce that subdivision surfaces will considerably improve the surface reconstruction 

process. 

 

 

pBBcB tt = (2.52) 
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3. Concept and Development of a Surface Reconstruction Algorithm Based on 

Subdivision Methods 

3.1. Guiding Ideas 

Triangular meshes are commonly used for the digital representation of surfaces in product 

development. Smooth freeform surfaces, however are better as CAD models since they 

can compactly describe the smooth curved shape of complex objects. Furthermore, some 

applications, e.g. the digital representation of highlight lines or the simulation of flow, are 

only possible on a freeform surface representation. For these reasons, there is a need for 

surface reconstruction methods that convert triangular meshes into freeform CAD-models. 

The surface should be given in parametric form, in other words, as the image of a function 
3: ℜ→DF  for some parameter domain 2ℜ⊂D . In order to handle objects of arbitrary 

topology, the reconstruction is usually represented as the collection of surfaces iF  which 

are referred to as surface patches. 

In this thesis, algorithms were developed that convert a triangulated mesh into a NURBS 

surface. The basic idea was to employ subdivision methods to exploit their properties in 

global calculation of arbitrary topological surfaces. The algorithms were applied in different 

scenarios and designed to meet different requirements of these cases.  

At first, they were employed in the process chain ‘design’. In the system ‘Virtual Clay 

Modeller’ developed at the IWF, digital clay is styled with virtual tools in analogy to manual 

clay modelling. The output surfaces are represented by triangular meshes. To allow the 

processing and analyzing of the surfaces, e.g. by digital highlight lines, a conversion of the 

triangular meshes into NURBS representation was demanded. The output surfaces 

should be exported to commercial CAD systems in standards of data exchange, like IGES 

or STEP. 

In this context, speed as well as surface quality is a requirement, as digital highlight lines 

demand C2-smoothness to generate reflection lines without sharp corners. The amount of 

data should be kept small to avoid data loss during transfer of data. The data 

reconstruction should avoid user intervention to speed up and ease the conversion 

process. Commercially accessible methods [39, 40, 44, 45] demand user intervention 

while determining the outlines of the quadrilaterals on the triangular mesh and while 

determining parameters like the number of control points of NURBS patches during fitting.  

The algorithms were also integrated into reverse engineering methods in the course of the 

project ‘Advanced Reverse Engineering Methods Based on Integrated Global and Local 
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Techniques’1. The goal was to fully automatically reconstruct regular shaped and 

watertight NURBS surfaces of arbitrary topology triangular meshes. The triangular 

meshes were created by an extended neural gas neural network algorithm that 

approximates a cloud of points [88]. Here next to speed and surface quality an efficient 

amount of data was a criterion. Furthermore, the algorithms were generalized to objects 

with a boundary to reconstruct for instance single range images. 

Finally, the surface reconstruction algorithm was employed to reconstruct porcelain 

objects in the EU-financed project DigiMould2. Here C2-smoothness and an efficient 

amount of data eased the NC-milling process. The goal of this project was to create a 

process chain usable in small companies. An automatic approach prevents adaptation 

times of the user to a complex system, as is necessary in accessible commercial systems. 

One may conclude that to apply subdivision techniques in product development like in the 

examples mentioned above fairing and interpolation techniques as well as pre-processing 

steps to reduce the amount of data need to be developed. 

 

  3.2. Concept  

3.2.1. Preprocessing by Flat Area Detection 

Before applying the FIN algorithm to a surface represented by a triangular mesh, it has to 

pre-processed into a curvature dependent quadrilateral mesh. In order to simplify the 

mesh and reduce the number of faces, triangles are grouped together into areas of flat 

curvature according to the normal criterion3. If the difference in direction of the normal 

vectors is smaller than a given angle, the triangles are combined into a polygon and an 

average normal vector is calculated. A parameter controlling the size of the quadrilaterals 

and the approximation tolerance can be manually inserted by the user. 

Polygons surrounding a rather flat area of the triangular mesh are thus determined by a 

growing algorithm. The connectivity of the polygons is determined according to the 

clockwise traversal order of the triangles. Examples for a triangular mesh and its simplified 

counterpart  are presented in figure 11 respectively. The determined polygonal mesh is 

then investigated for concave polygons and holes, which are eliminated by connection of 

                                                   

1 Financed by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) as KR 785/18-1 

2 Financed by EU as CRAF-1999-70784 

3 The author thanks cand.-ing. Huaiyu Zhang for implementing the flat area detection algorithm. 
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the involved points with suited polygon boundary points. 

The detected polygons are split into quadrilaterals. The center of gravity of each resulting 

convex polygon is detected and connected with every edge midpoint. Thus, every polygon 

is split into convex quadrilaterals. This method causes some quadrilaterals to degenerate 

from a square form. However, discussions with users have shown that degenerate 

quadrilaterals do not hinder further processing of the surface as long as they are not self 

intersecting. 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

  
    

(d) (e) (f) 

      

(g) (h) (i) 

Figure 10:  Triangular mesh (a,d,g), curvature reduced mesh (b,e,h), interpolated quadrilaterals 

(c,f,i) of a toy helmet, a duck and a sphere an cube object 
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3.2.2. Interpolation of the Mesh with Faired B-splines Using a Subdivision Algorithm (FIN) 

3.2.2.1.Knot Insertion into a Catmull-Clark Mesh 

The next step in the reconstruction is to interpolate the output quadrilateral mesh by a 

NURBS surface represented in a common data exchange format. NURBS surfaces are 

the de facto standard of CAD surface representation. They allow a quick calculation of 

surface points while preserving continuity within each surface patch. Subdivision surfaces, 

on the other hand, globally reconstruct smooth arbitrary topological surfaces. There is a 

correlation between subdivision surfaces and B-spline representation [5, 34]. 

One of the common subdivision algorithms is the Catmull-Clark algorithm [5], which was 

developed to overcome the topology restriction of B-splines to rectangular grids. This 

algorithm generalizes B-spline knot insertion rules to extraordinary points. Thus, Catmull-

Clark surfaces concur with B-splines on regular grids, but can only be described by more 

complicated functions at extraordinary vertices. Peters has altered the Catmull-Clark 

algorithm into a non-stationary algorithm called Patching Catmull-Clark Meshes (PCCM) 

[34] so that the surface around extraordinary points can also be described by NURBS. 

For the FIN algorithm, the rules derived by Peters for knot insertion along the patch 

boundaries are employed to generate NURBS patches over a quadrilateral input mesh. 

After two Catmull-Clark subdivision steps over the quadrilateral mesh each patch has 25 

control points. One may associate a knot vector (-4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, …)  with each of 

these patches. To ensure that each input quadrilateral facet is fitted with a NURBS patch, 

a knot vector is associated with it in u- and v-direction. Three knots are inserted at 0 and 

at 4. The corresponding six new control points are calculated by standard knot insertion 

rules according to Piegl/Tiller [12]. The former quadrilateral corner points are placed on 

their Catmull-Clark limit points. To ensure tangent continuity at extraordinary mesh nodes, 

the control points are moved according to continuity conditions in these areas. 

In this way, large, smoothly joining bicubic NURBS patches are calculated from a refined 

Catmull-Clark subdivision mesh. One patch corresponds to one quadrilateral facet of the 

initial, coarsest quadrilateral mesh before subdivision. The patches join parametrically and 

agree with the Catmull-Clark limit surface except in the immediate neighbourhood of 

extraordinary mesh nodes; in such a neighbourhood they join at least with tangent 

continuity and interpolate the limit of the extraordinary mesh node.  
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Figure 11: Three times Catmull-Clark subdivision completed into a collection of large NURBS 

patches [34] 

 

The NURBS patches are polynomial, of order 4 (degree 3) and in interpolating form with 

4-fold knots. The curvature of the NURBS patches differs from the limit surface of the 

Catmull-Clark subdivision only near the extraordinary mesh nodes.  

The output NURBS surfaces are alternatively stored in OpenInventor format that may be 

visualised by ivview or as IGES or STEP files that may be imported e.g. into commercial 

CAD systems like Catia or Unigraphics. 

The possibility exists to introduce sharp creases into the NURBS surface by inserting 

blend-ratios [90]. 

The idea is to destroy the Catmull-Clark subdivision mesh by manipulating the location of 

the points after the two times subdivision step [90]. The resulting surface will still consist of 

well-parameterized NURBS patches. The continuity with which the patches meet may be 

manipulated to be position continuity (sharp crease). 
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Figure 12: Indexing of the patches of a Catmull-Clark mesh P at an extraordinary point P00 with 

valence 3; the upper index determines the starting patch for indexing 

 

For knot insertion, the neighbouring vertices of all patches are indexed like in fig. 12. The 

neighbouring points of all patch boundaries are indexed by i = -3 and/or j = -3. 

An example: 

If one regards the patch Nr.1 in figure 12, the extraordinary point is P1
0,0. Then the next 

point to the left of the neighbouring patch (Nr.2) obtains the index P1
0,-3 .The lower 

neighbouring point of the point P1
0,0  is P1

-3,3. 

After knot insertion, new control points are inserted into the P mesh by standard knot 

insertion rules according to Piegl/Tiller [12]. These new points are called Q points. 

The rules for the insertion of knots into the newly created mesh Q are as follows: 

 

   

 

( ) 6/4 3030 PPPQ ++= −

( ) 3/2 301 PPQ +=

( ) 3/2 302 PPQ +=

( ) 3/2 634 PPQ +=

  (3.1) 
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The vertices Pi3, Pi6  and P3j, P6j  are directly copied to the vertices Qi3, Qi6  and Q3j, Q6j  with 

i=1 … u and j = 1 … v. For the corner point  

 

 

 

  

This means the corner point is placed directly on the Catmull-Clark limit surface (eq 3.20). 

Now each initial quadrilateral has been fitted with a NURBS patch. At regular mesh 

regions, the NURBS patches meet with curvature continuity, as all control points have 

been created by standard knot insertion or patch splitting. No such statement can be 

made about the continuity at extraordinary vertices, however, only that the surface is also 

watertight here. 

To obtain tangent continuity, the control points near each extraordinary mesh node are 

modified. The rules for the modification are obtained by computing the tangent vectors of 

each patch at the extraordinary vertex and finding conditions for them to lie in one tangent 

plane. In figure 15, the control points involved are marked.  

For every n, two n by n matrices An and Bn with rows  

i = 1,…,n and columns j = 1, …, n and entries 

are defined. 

Increasing or decreasing the variable a pinches or flattens the surface around an 

extraordinary vertex. In the surface fairing step, advantage of this property will be taken.  

For example, B6(3,3) = -1. The points Quv(i) ∈  R3 generated by knot insertion for  

i = 1,…,n and { }40,20,10,00∈uv   are collected into 3×ℜ∈ n
uvQ . Only if n is even and  

greater than 4, one computes  
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and if r ? 0 one adds, for each ( ) rhi i
i 1, −−=   to 
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Otherwise, all coefficients remain unchanged except 
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For i = 1, … ,n, one copies Qv0(i + 1) = Q0v(i) for v = 1,2,4 and adds Q 20(i)-Q 20(i)  to Q21(i)  

and Q12(i-1). 

 

Figure 13: Indexing of the mesh Q after knot insertion 

 

3.2.2.2.Implementation of the Knot Insertion Rules 

The goal of the implementation phase4 of the knot insertion rules was to find efficient data 

structures to store mesh information of the input quadrilateral mesh, process this mesh by 

Catmull-Clark subdivision steps, carry out knot insertion and corner smoothing and then 

store the resulting NURBS patch data (control points, knot vectors and degree) in a 

                                                   

4 The author thanks cand.-ing. Dirk Regenstein for helping with the implementation. 
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manner compatible with traditional industry formats like IGES, STEP, OpenInventor or 

OpenGL.  

In the first step an efficient data structure for the two Catmull-Clark subdivision steps had 

to be found. As noted above, each Catmull-Clark step needs information about a face and 

all of its neighboring faces. This relationship has to be easily and efficiently accessible in 

the data structure in the beginning of and again after each subdivision step.  

For this task, the “blending-library5” was employed. The “blending-library” was developed 

at the Fraunhofer IPK for the project “Implementation of methods for rounding sharp 

edges”. This c++-class-library contains data structures and methods also applicable for 

subdivision algorithms. An important data structure is the so-called “half-edge” (fig. 16). 

These oriented half-edges construct polygons and at the same time define their 

neighborhood relationships. 

After reading in the input vrml file, each 3D-point is assigned an internal index. Then a 

data structure is constructed consisting of vertices (described by an index), halfedges (two 

per polygon edge, with different orientation), and polygons. Vertices are parents of 

halfedges, halfedges are parents of polygons. Each halfedge is assigned a partner 

halfedge along the same mesh edge which can be accessed by a function getPartner(). 

Polygons are stored in a PolygonsList, for each of which four halfedges are stored in an 

array. All HalfEdges are stored in a HalfEdgeList. This structure allows efficient navigation 

through the mesh structure after each subdivision step.   

 

Figure 14: Data structure for subdivision 

 

New face points are calculated by iterating over all polygons from the PolygonsList and 

                                                   

5 The author thanks Dipl.-Ing. Thomas Wöhler for supplying the blending-library. 
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then over all halfedges from the associated HalfEdge array.  The new facepoint for each 

face is stored in a facePointMap. 

New edge points are calculated by iterating over the PolygonsList and then over the 

HalfEdge array. The new FacePoints are determined over the FacePointMap of the 

polygon and the polygon associated with the partner HalfEdge.  The new EdgePoints are 

associated with each edge over an EdgePointMap. 

New vertex points are calculated by first determining all halfedges starting at a vertex by 

iterating over the halfedge list. From the HalfEdges, the adjoint polygons can be found 

and stored in a PolygonsList. Over the FacePointMap and the HalfEdgeMap, the new 

vertex point can be calculated and is then stored in a VertexPointMap.  

Now the subdivided mesh is stored by iterating over all polygons and determining the 

vertices of the four new subpolygons of the polygons. The new polygons are stored in a 

NewPolygonsList which is four times as long as the former PolygonsList. The connectivity 

of the mesh (partner polygons, parent halfedges, parent vertices) is then determined by 

searching over the lists (fig.16). 

After the two subdivision steps have been performed successfully, extra control points are 

inserted into each patch at the boundary according to the knot insertion rules described in 

2.1.1. This creates the so-called P-Patches (named after J. Peters). These P-Patches 

consist of the 25 control points generated by two times Catmull-Clark subdivision from the 

input quadrilateral mesh plus a fringe of direct neighbor points that surround the 16 

polygons.  

These P-Patches are constructed in a procedure and collected into a NURBSvector 

(vectors have speed advantages over lists). 

Now, the construction of the NURBS-patches (Q-mesh) by knot insertion can begin. Next, 

extraordinary vertices are determined by counting the number of half edges connected to 

each vertex. For each extraordinary vertex, bordering polygons are stored in a vector in 

the same order as the NURBS-patches are stored in a vector NURBSvector, so that the 

position of a polygon can be associated with the position of a NURBS patch later on. If an 

extraordinary vertex is detected, the modification of the patch control points surrounding 

the vertex is conducted according to the rules in chapter 2.1.2.  

A NURBS-patch of the PCCM surface is represented by 9 X 9 control points with the knot 

vectors 
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and 

 

The output NURBS surface can be exported in the standards of data exchange IGES or 

STEP or visualized with OpenInventor (fig.15). 

 

 

 

( )1,1,1,1,75.0,75.0,5.0,25.0,25.0,0,0,0,0=U

( )1,1,1,1,75.0,75.0,5.0,25.0,25.0,0,0,0,0=V
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Figure 15: Program flow chart for knot insertion 
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Figure 16: Program flow chart of the subdivision steps (cf. fig 15) 
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Figure 17: Input cube and after one and five subdivision steps 
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3.2.2.3.Interpolation Conditions for the FIN Surface 

A quadrilateral mesh can be converted into a NURBS surface by inserting control points 

along the edges. As the FIN algorithm is based on the Catmull-Clark algorithm, the output 

NURBS surface shrinks in relation to the input mesh (fig. 17).  

This shrinking is due to the fact that the position of each input mesh point is recalculated 

by a kind of ‘corner-cutting’ rule. 

For a smooth integration into the computer-aided process chain without data loss, it is 

desirable for the surface to interpolate the triangular mesh. In this thesis, interpolation is 

chosen over approximation as one finds interpolation conditions can be constructed in 

form of a very simple linear set of equations and can be integrated smoothly with fairing 

conditions.  

To understand the set-up of the linear set of equations, the concept of invariant 

neighbourhoods in subdivision theory will now be studied.  

After one subdivision step the topological connectivity of the mesh vertices remains the 

same for all following subdivision steps. To analyze the limiting behaviour of the surface 

near a vertex, it is therefore convenient to introduce a matrix that describes the 

subdivision process in the neighbourhood of the vertex. Local subdivision matrices are 

tools used to derive formulas describing the limiting behaviour of the surface.  

Let vi be a vertex of order n of the mesh Mi, let Vi
n = (vi,ei

1, … , ei
n, fi1, … , fin)T be the 

column vector of vertices in the neighbourhood of vi, and let Vi+1
n be the corresponding 

column vector of points in the neighbourhood after subdivision. 

Since the points in Vi+1
n are computed by linear combinations of the points in Vi

n, a square 

matrix Un can be used to express the subdivision: 

 

                                                              Vi+1
n = UnVi

n.                              (3.9)
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Figure 18: Neighbourhood of a Point [41] 

                                                     

 

For Catmull-Clark surfaces at a regular vertex the matrix U4 is 

 

 

 

Repeated subdivision is expressed by repeated multiplication and thus by powers of Un, 

so 

 

.                                                                                                              

For most subdivision techniques, this local subdivision matrix U has a complete basis of 
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eigenvectors (x0, … ,xn)  with jij xUx λ= , where the iλ   are the eigenvalues associated 

with the eigenvectors. As the limit surface can be expressed as 

 

1
nnn VUV ∞∞ =  

 

it can be concluded already that a limit point may be described as a linear combination of 

the eigenbasis.  

 An eigenvector x of the matrix U is a non-zero vector such that xUx λ= , where λ    is a 

scalar. Let λ  be the eigenvalue corresponding to the right eigenvector x.  

Assume the local subdivision matrix U has size n x n and has real eigenvectors x0, x1, … ,  

xn-1, which form a basis, then the corresponding real eigenvalues  are 0λ   = 1λ    = …  = 

1−nλ . Given these eigenvectors one has  
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In this setting, one can write any vector v of length n as a linear combination of 

eigenvectors: 

 

 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 
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where the ai are given by the inner products ai = xi ·v. The eigenvectors x0,…,xn-1 are 

simply vectors of n real numbers.  

Now a point after one level of subdivision in the eigenbasis of the local subdivision matrix 

can be computed:  
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Applying U  j  times, one obtains 

∑
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jj xapUp λ . 

 

If the largest eigenvalue 0λ  would be larger than one, pj would grow towards infinity as j 

increases. If it is known that the subdivision scheme converges towards a limit surface, 

one may conclude that pj converges to a point and thus all jλ  are smaller or equal to one. 

The limit position ∞p  of p0 after an infinite number of subdivision steps of a convergent 

subdivision scheme can thus be computed in the eigenbasis of the local subdivision 

matrix U: 

  (3.15) 

01 Upp =

  (3.16) 
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Analysis has shown that only the largest eigenvalue 0λ  is equal to one, while all other 

eigenvalues  jλ  are smaller than one [3].  

It is thus also possible to express a limit point as a linear combination of the 

corresponding input point and the neighbouring input points, if one first expresses these 

points in terms of the eigenbasis. 

A point v1 of  a quadrilateral input mesh M1 with neighbourhood V1
n and local subdivision 

matrix Un, converges to the point 

 

                                                ∞v = 0x 1
nV•                                                        

 

on the limit surface where x0 is the left eigenvector of Un associated with eigenvalue 1. 

Using a discrete Fourier analysis similar to the one described by Ball and Storry [104], one 

can show that for Catmull-Clark surfaces the above conditions on Sn hold and that 

 

meaning that 

 

                                                                                 

 

Equation 3.20 can be used as an interpolation condition on the points of M1 by setting ∞v  

to a point to be interpolated. 

Halstead, Kass and DeRose [41] have developed a method to interpolate Catmull-Clark 

surfaces into a given mesh. 
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Given a mesh I of arbitrary topological type, the idea is to generate a control mesh M such 

that the subdivision surface it defines interpolates some or all of the vertices of I.  

According to the theory described above, an equation that expresses a Catmull-Clark limit 

point as a linear combination of the neighbouring mesh points of the input point can be 

derived. 

Halstead, Kass and DeRose collect all these relationships between input point and its 

Catmull-Clark limit point into a global interpolation matrix.  

As the PCCM surface agrees with the Catmull-Clark limit surface at patch corner points, a 

similar system of equations can be set up for the PCCM algorithm. 

However, there will be some digression from Halstead, Kass and DeRose’s setup of the 

algorithm.  

                            

3.2.3. Set-Up of the FIN Algorithm 

The interpolation involves the solving of the interpolation constrains for each vertex of the 

input polygon by solving a linear system of equations derived from the relationship defined 

in equation 3.20.  

One can set up equation 3.20 for each vertex of the input mesh Mi with n as the valence of 

that vertex and M0 the unknown mesh.  

Let m be the number of vertices in Mi. Then all equations can be collected into a linear 

system of equations of type  

 

 

for each coordinate x,y, and z of the vertices. A is an mm ×  matrix with rows that are 

determined by the interpolation conditions and mesh topology. X is a vector of the 

unknown coordinates of the vertices of mesh Mi and B is the vector of coordinates of the 

vertices of mesh M0. 

To this end, the neighbourhood relationships are determined by iterating over the face list 

generated upon reading the data and then storing each neighbouring face point of a 

vertex in a face point array and each neighbouring edge point in an edge array. After 

determining the valence-dependent weights of the vertex, edge and face points in 

BAX =    (3.21) 
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equation 3.21, the linear system (3.24) is set up. It is solved by standard Gauss algorithm. 

A solution is possible if and only if the matrix A is not singular. In the investigations 

conducted in this thesis, only the matrix representing the connectivity of a cube mesh 

turned out to be singular. It is suspected the reason for this singularity is the high 

symmetry of the cube connectivity, each vertex having three edge neighbours and one 

vertex with a connectivity that is exactly the mirror image. For all other tested examples, 

the matrix A was not singular. It is a future area of research to determine conditions that 

cause the matrix to become singular.  

Output was a “blown up” mesh, that, used as input for the PCCM algorithm, creates an 

interpolating surface composed of NURBS patches. 

The whole cycle of an input mesh, quadrilateral mesh and “blown-up” quadrilateral mesh 

and the PCCM surface applied onto this mesh is shown in figs. 21-22. The surface on the 

right is curvature continuous almost everywhere and it interpolates the input quadrilateral 

mesh. 

Nonetheless, it is unsatisfactory as an interpolating surface because of its many 

undulations. 

Two types of undulations have appeared. The one type seems to be an artefact of the 

interpolation process since they are not indicated by the shape of the original mesh. For 

example, the surface has a number of concavities where the original mesh is convex.  

The other type of undulations is already present in the original PCCM surface in a star 

shape around extraordinary vertices. The ones created by the interpolation process are 

more severe and objectionable however. This effect is typical of interpolating and 

approximating surfaces. In order to improve the fairness of the interpolating surface, two 

methods were tested.  For one, the locations of the original Catmull-Clark points are 

destroyed, and then the degrees of freedom were set by optimizing a fairness norm on the 

surface subject to a set of linear constraints given by the interpolation conditions. The 

star-shaped undulations which are typical for subdivision surfaces were tried to be 

manipulated by adjusting the only free parameter, a, in the PCCM algorithm (eq. 3.3). 

Results of the fairing process are demonstrated in figs. 24, 25.  
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Figure 19: Star shaped undulation on FIN surface 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 20:  Interpolation of a sphere and cube object without fairing 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 21: Interpolation of a car mesh without fairing 

                                              

 

 

3.2.3.1.Fairing of the FIN Surface 

In product development, the generation of fair surfaces is of paramount importance. Not 

only do products need to be visually pleasing, surface fairness also determines the 

performance of the products. 

Fairness of surfaces is generally achieved by smoothing the surface representation with a 

fairness functional.  

Thin plate and membrane energies are usually employed for this task. As these fuctionals 

are highly non-linear, simplified versions have been devised which are linear in the control 

points of a surface patch. 

Celniker and Gossard [57] introduced a fairness norm based on a linear combination of 

the energy of a membrane and a thin plate.  
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where Em(W) and Ep(W) denote the membrane and thin plate 

energies respectively: 

 

 

and where W(u, v) = (x(u, v), y(u, v),z(u, v)) is a parametric representation of the surface, 

where subscripts on W represent parametric derivatives, and where a and ß are freely 

selectable weights.  

The subscripts on W represent the parametric derivatives and are given by : 

 

 

Here N i,k and Mi,k are the B-spline basis functions in the u and v parameter directions and 

are given recursively by (see chapter 2.1.1): 
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Ni,1 (u) = 1 if xi = u = xi+1  else 0. 

N+1, m+1 are the number of control points in u,v parametric direction. 

Xi is the non-decreasing knot sequence. 

K is the order of the curve. For our surfaces, k = 4, n+1, m+1 is equal to 11. 

 

Equation 3.22 can be written as  

 

                                                   E = Ex + Ey +Ez. 

 

Here Ex depends on the x component of W, Ey depends on the y component of W and Ez 

depends on the z component of W. 

Let Px represent the x coordinates of the control points of each patch, then 

 

                                                       Ex =  Px
T×K×Px. 

 

Here K is computed from the integrals of equation 3.25. 

This is a local K for one patch. K is used to determine an optimal value of a (defined in eq. 

3.28).  

After the knot insertion step of the PCCM algorithm, the NURBS patches would only meet 

with position continuity next to extraordinary vertices. To obtain tangent continuity, the 

control points near each extraordinary mesh node are modified. For every n, two n by n 

matrices An and Bn with rows i = 1,…,n and columns j = 1, …, n and entries 
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are defined. 

Increasing or decreasing the variable a pinches or flattens the surface around an 

extraordinary vertex.  

Let av denote a corresponding to a vertex v. 

The procedure is vertex-wise. All patches surrounding a vertex are determined. Then, K 

for each patch in dependence of av are determined. Only five control points of each patch 

are dependent on av.  Ex,Ey  and Ez for all m patches surrounding v are summed up: 

 

 

 

Ex(W) is calculated as a function of av. Now an optimisation problem for each vertex can 

be formulated.  

 

 

                                                         Ex(W) = Px
T×K×Px                                                                                  

 

should be minimised.  K is symmetric and positive definite, so Px is found by setting the 

gradient of this function to zero: 

 

 

                                                             K×Px = 0.                                                           (3.31) 

 

An iterative method is used to solve this linear system of equations as K is symmetric and 

positive definite. 

However, it is found that a fairness functional dependent on a only influences a small area 
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around extraordinary vertices and does not achieve adequate fairing over the whole 

surface.6 

 

As there are no more degrees of freedom in the PCCM algorithm, additional points have 

to be added into the input quadrilateral mesh. 

For this reason, the original structure of the Catmull-Clark mesh is destroyed and the 

locations of its vertices are set free to be optimised by the fairness functional. An 

additional neighbourhood of points is added to each point of the blown up mesh as would 

result from two times subdivision. This means all the neighbourhoods are independent of 

each other. Each FIN patch has (4+2+2) X (4+2+2) control points.  

In this scenario, all FIN patches have an equal set of 64 basis functions dependent on the 

knot vectors 

 

and 

 

 

Thus, the K matrix can be precomputed outside of the main program and reused 

throughout the calculation. 

K can be computed using Maple, as it is an efficient package for dealing with polynomials 

and algebraic equations. The following steps are involved: 

 

1) Computing the basis functions for each parametric domain. 

2) Computing the derivatives of the basis functions. 

3) Computing the fairness norm for each patch. 

 

                                                   

6 The author thanks cand.-ing. Huaiyu Zhang for implementing the interpolation conditions without 

fairing. 

( )1,1,1,1,666.0,666.0,333.0,333.0,0,0,0,0=U

( )1,1,1,1,666.0,666.0,333.0,333.0,0,0,0,0=V
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This is a local K for one patch. If one collects all entries for all local K into a global matrix, 

one obtains a global K’.  

 

The fairing problem can now be formulated globally as a system of equations: 

PTK’P needs to be minimised over all possible P, where P is a vector containing the vertex 

coordinates of the control points. 

Because the constraints are linear and the norm is quadratic in the unknowns, this 

problem can be solved directly without iteration. 

The coordinates x, y and z of the control points are independent, so the whole problem 

decouples into three completely independent optimizations, one for each coordinate.  

The solution is found by setting the gradient of this function to zero (K’ is a sparse matrix) 

and solving by iterative methods:                                

                                                               K’P = 0. 

 

However, by manipulating only a as a degree of freedom, only a small area around each 

vertex can be faired. Thus the large undulations produced by the interpolation process 

cannot be eliminated. Also the small star-shaped undulations could not be removed by 

manipulating a only. 

Another method for obtaining degrees of freedom is to destroy the original locations of the 

Catmull-Clark mesh (but not is connectivity) and moving the original Catmull-Clark points 

to locations that create a fairer output FIN surface. 

The implementation of the fairing process exploits the fact that the linear systems for x, y 

and z decouple. As a result, the implementation is able to compute the minimum energy 

mesh by solving three linear systems, each involving one third as many variables as 

Equation 3.36. 

To further speed the computation, each of these systems is solved using iterative 

methods. 

To achieve enough degrees of freedom for fairing with a minimal amount of data, each 

original quadrilateral is split into nine new quadrilaterals by inserting 12 new points. Each 

future patch is thus determined by 16 control points. The patches are brought into 

standard NURBS representation by inserting knots according to the rules introduced in 

chapter 3.2.2. These new control points are completely dependent on the original 16 

control points, except for the variable a, which is set to 1. Thus, the complete 64 control 

  (3.32) 
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points can be calculated out of the original 16 by a linear transformation. Fairing is 

obtained by optimising over the 16 original control points.  

Given equation 3.20, one can set up for the interpolation conditions a linear system of 

equations   

 

Where A is a r × t matrix ( r is the number of original mesh points, t of points after 

subdividing each original quadrilateral into nine new ones ) and X is a vector of length r.  

Following Halstead et al. we decompose the solution X into X0 + CR, where X is a trivial 

solution of (3.33), C is the null space of A and R is a vector obtained by solving (3.32) or: 

 

CTK’CR + CK’P0 = 0 

 

 

 

                                                                                                   

Figure 22: Sphere and cube object with fairing (FIN) 

                                                                                                     

                                 

 

BAX =
   (3.33) 

   (3.34) 
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Figure 23:  Faired car surface (FIN) 

                                                               

3.2.3.2.Performance 

Our implementation of the PCCM algorithm was tested on two computers for speed: 

  

- a PC 1 CPU Intel Pentium 133 MHz, 64 MByte RAM and 

- SGI Onyx VTX, RE2, 4 CPU MIPS R4400 6.0 (IP19) 200 MHz with 

MIPS R4000 FPUs, 512 MByte RAM 

Computation time for the interpolating PCCM surface of the car model without fairing was 

less than two minutes on both machines. 

For the fairing, a  

 

- SGI Octane, 1 R10000 Processor, 384 MByte RAM, 

 

was used as the computation of the B matrix demands high storage space. 

With fairing, the FIN surface of the car model took nine minutes.  
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3.3. Reconstruction of Surfaces with Boundary 

 

3.3.1. Generation of Boundary Curves 

 

In mechanical engineering, many objects represented digitally have a boundary. For 

example, outputs of simulation systems or partially scanned object usually have a 

boundary. For this reason, the developed algorithms should be generalized to objects with 

a boundary. 

In this chapter, an extension of the PCCM algorithm to surfaces with boundary is 

introduced. 

Given an input mesh with a boundary, a cubic NURBS- curve should be interpolated into 

the boundary points of each segment between two corner vertices. This separation into 

different NURBS curves ensures that the corner points in the resulting spline surface will 

be sharp. One employs the rules introduced in (3.37) – (3.40) and the interpolation 

conditions introduced by Piegl/Tiller [12].  The coordinates of the boundary vertices of an 

edge are the n Qk. By solving a linear set of equations one obtains the n control points Pi  

of a NURBS curve which corresponds to the edge and interpolates the corner points. The 

knot vector has the shape {0,0,0,0 ….  ,1,1,1,1} with length n+4. Next, the curve is 

adapted to the control point mesh of the NURBS patches generated by PCCM algorithm.  

The curve is split at each control point Pi, i = 2 , … , n - 2. This is generated by three times 

knot insertion according to chapter 2.1.1 at each control point Pi, i = 2 , … , n – 2. This 

ensures that there is the same amount of partial curves as of NURBS patches along each 

mesh edge.  

Let us take a look at the completed control point mesh of the NURBS patches. A NURBS-

patch has 11 X 11 control points after knot insertion according to the PCCM-algorithm with 

the knot vectors 

 

  

and 

( )1,1,1,1,875.0,75.0,625.0,5.0,375.0,25.0,125.0,0,0,0,0=U
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A partial curve belonging to a boundary patch has only four control points at this point and 

the knot vector  

 

                                              U = (0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1). 

 

Into each partial curve the knots u = ( 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 0.875) are 

inserted. The result is a chain of control points whose point distribution corresponds the 

order of control points of a NURBS patch generated by PCCM. 

 

3.3.1.1.Subdivision with Boundary 

The calculation of the new face points is conducted according to the rules of Catmull and 

Clark (chapter 2.1.2). However, the new edge points and the new vertex points are only 

calculated for the non-boundary edges and vertices. Before each subdivision step, the 

mesh is partitioned into boundary polygons and interior polygons. The interior polygons 

can be partitioned according to the Catmull-Clark rules during each subdivision step. This 

interior mesh “grows” toward the boundary after each subdivision step. 

Afterwards the mesh is completed in direction of the boundary by integrating the 

corresponding boundary control points. 

 

3.3.1.2.Generation of the P-Patches  

The P-Patches can be generated for all interior patches according to the PCCM algorithm. 

However, the points with the indices u = -3, v = -3 cannot be stored for the patches lying 

on a boundary. This must be taken into account later during the calculation of the Q 

patches. 

 

( ).1,1,1,1,875.0,75.0,625.0,5.0,375.0,25.0,125.0,0,0,0,0=V
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3.3.1.3.Knot insertion 

As in the construction of the P-Patches the rules for knot insertion are maintained. 

This is also valid for the Q-Patches lying on a boundary or corner with the exception, that 

the calculation of the control points with indices u = 0 resp. v = 0 cannot be carried 

through with information from the neighbouring indices u = -3 resp. v = -3. Instead, the 

control points are replaced by the corresponding boundary curve control points. This 

insures interpolation of the model boundary. 

 

3.3.1.4.Corner Smoothing 

Extraordinary vertices are only apparent in the interior of the mesh. Therefore, treatment 

of the bordering patch corners doesn’t change for meshes with boundary. 

 

 

3.3.2. Implementation of the PCCM Algorithm with Boundary7 

PCCM rules are generated for meshes with a boundary in the following steps (fig. 26): 

1. Input is a (regular or irregular) quadrilateral mesh representing an open surface 

with a boundary. 

2. The mesh points with valency 3 lying on the boundary and those with valency 2 

lying on a corner are determined (it is assumed that no extraordinary vertices lie 

on the boundary). The HalfEdges connected to a vertex are determined and then 

the parents of the start points of the vertices. If there are more than six HalfEdges 

connected to a vertex, it is an interior vertex. Then, all boundary polygons are 

determined by iterating over their HalfEdges and checking whether one half edge 

has no partner. If this is the case, the edge is pushed into a BorderEdgesList and 

the polygon into a BoundaryPolygonsList. Corner points and polygons are 

determined by finding polygons with two ‘single’ (i.e., without a partner) halfedge. 

3. Polygons defining a boundary edge are determined by starting from a determined 

corner point and investigating the HalfEdges eminating from the border 

                                                   

7 The author thanks cand.-ing. Dirk Regenstein for implementing the PCCM algorithm with 

boundary.  
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HalfEdges. If one is ‘single’, its endpoint is pushed into a BoundaryVertexList, until 

a next corner vertex is reached. Then, a new BoundaryVertexList is detected for 

the next edge. 

4. The inside mesh consisting of P-patches is subdivided two times by Catmull-Clark 

algorithm. New face points are calculated for all faces. New edge points are 

calculated for all edges determined not to be boundary edges. New vertex points 

are calculated for all vertex points determined to be inner vertex points. A two 

times subdivided mesh is created; with a new double seam of faces around the 

old interior area (fig.27). 

5. Using the global curve interpolation method from [12], a curve is interpolated into 

each boundary edge polygon. The points Qk to be interpolated are the points of an 

edge determined in step 3. This separate treatment of each edge assures that the 

corner points will be interpolated by the resulting edge curve.  

If one assigns a parameter value, ku , to each Qk , and select an appropriate knot vector,  

 

{ }muuU ,...,0= , one can set up the (n+1) X (n+1) system of linear equations 

 

 

The control points Pi  are the n+1 unknowns.  

 

To calculate an appropriate knot vector, the method recommended in [12] used: 
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Then 00 =u  and    1=nu                                                                                              

The knot vector is then determined by averaging: 

                             0...0 === puu                     1... ===− mpm uu                                   
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With this method, the knots reflect the distribution of the ku . Furthermore, using this 

method leads to a linear system of equations that is totally banded with a semi-

bandwidth less than p. Hence, it can be solved by Gaussian elimination without 

pivoting. 

Once the ku and the knots are computed, the (n+1) X (n+1) coefficient matrix of the 

system is set up by evaluating the nonzero basis functions at each ku , nk ,...,0= . 

LAPACK [89] is used to solve the system of equations. 

6. 9 control points are inserted in between every two old points of the quadrilateral 

mesh by standard knot insertion. 

7. Polygons still containing boundary vertices after two times Catmull-Clark are filled 

up by taking boundary curve control points as new edge points and new vertex 

points. In this way, the surface interpolates the boundary curves.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1,...,1 −= nk

(3.38) 
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Figure 24: Program flow chart of the main program 
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Figure 25: Program flow chart of the two subdivision steps (cf. fig. 24) 
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As a result, an algorithm was developed that interpolates given boundary curves and 

approximates the rest of the mesh with a NURBS surface (figs. 26-29). 

 

Figure 26: Input mesh with boundary 

                                      

 

 

Figure 27: View from the top 
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Figure 28: Model after two subdivision steps 

 

 

 

Figure 29: NURBS model with control points 

The surface shown in fig. 30 may serve as input for commercial tool path generation tools for NC 

milling (fig. 47). 
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4. Applications in Product Development 

4.1. Potentials of Subdivision Techniques in Product Development 

Although subdivision algorithms, for all the discussed advantages, are widely used in 

computer graphics, their employment in the engineering area has been more hesitant. 

Subdivision surfaces, in particular Catmull-Clark surfaces, are increasingly employed in 

freeform surface design packages. Examples include Maya™ (Alias|Wavefront) and 

Catia™ (Dassault). A requirement which arises when introducing subdivision algorithms 

into commercial CAD systems is that methods are needed so that other applications of the 

system can access the surface representation. The basic idea for the solution of this 

problem is the perception of the subdivision surface as a collection of rectangular surface 

patches. Stam [105] developed a method to evaluate a Catmull-Clark surface as a B-

spline surface at regular mesh parts and as other, more complicated functions at irregular 

vertices. However, these functions are not easy to evaluate effectively. For these reasons, 

subdivision surfaces are not yet contained in standards of data exchange, like IGES or 

STEP.   

Another approach is the Patching Catmull-Clark Meshes algorithm (PCCM) published by 

Jorg Peters in 2000 which gives a link between the two surface representations. This 

algorithm creates surfaces that can globally be described by NURBS representation while, 

being based on the Catmull-Clark algorithm, keep many of the advantages of subdivision 

methods.  

For engineering applications, demands on surface quality are much higher than in 

computer graphics. Small artefacts, which may be negligible in visual inspection, may be 

the cause of larger errors in e.g. flow simulation. Subdivision surfaces tend to produce 

artefacts and oscillations around extraordinary vertices. Furthermore, approximating 

algorithms like the Catmull-Clark algorithm shrink in relationship to the input data. 

Despite these disadvantages still needed to be overcome, subdivision techniques already 

promise to solve several problems posed by the NURBS representation which is the de 

facto standard in surface design. 

Facet models or polygonial patches are increasingly used in modelling systems next to B-

spline representation as they are easier to manipulate interactively. Subdivision 

techniques combine some advantages of B-spline representation with those of polygonial 

representation. They allow more compact storage than facet models as they are based on 

recursive subdivision of a mesh which can be continued to different levels of detail in 

regions demanding different resolutions. They may facilitate the calculation of hybrid 

models of spline and facet representations 
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The industry-standard Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) cannot represent 

surfaces of arbitrary topological genus in one piece due to their limited rectangular 

parameterization. In principle, modelling surfaces of arbitrary topology requires NURBS 

trimming and patching. Although possible in commercial CAD systems, creating complex 

objects based on NURBS patching and trimming suffers from several difficulties:  

Trimming two NURBS patches to match their shared boundary frequently involves the 

computation of surface-surface intersection algorithms which are generally both 

computationally expensive and prone to numerical approximation errors. 

Complex and less intuitive continuity constraints must be imposed along the common 

boundary of trimmed patches in order to ensure the smoothness requirements. 

A surface model represented by several patches is prone to have errors such as gaps 

between the patches or degenerate patches. These errors may increase by data 

conversion between systems and make further processing of the surfaces, e.g. by FEM 

methods or by Rapid Prototyping, difficult [91, 93]. 

By contrast, recursive subdivision schemes produce a visually pleasing, smooth surface in 

the limit through the repeated application of a fixed set of refinement rules on a user-

specified control mesh. They have the potential to overcome the difficulties mentioned 

above associated with NURBS for the following reasons: 

Subdivision geometry naturally generalizes B-spline and NURBS representations. In 

principle, a single subdivision surface can model an object of arbitrary topology. It requires 

neither trimming nor patching operations, and smoothness requirements along the patch 

boundary can be automatically guaranteed. 

Subdivision surface allow modelling of surface features at arbitrary locations of the 

patches without the need to respect a rectangular patch layout, as is necessary for spline 

surfaces. Furthermore, it is easier to refine a model locally, as with NURBS an entire row 

or column of control points must be added to preserve the rectangular parameterization. 

Recapitulating, one may state that subdivision surfaces will be a promising alternative to 

NURBS representation once one finds ways to make them compatible with traditional 

CAD systems, once one finds ways to remove surface artefacts and makes them 

approximate the input data well. 

The FIN algorithm developed in this thesis is aimed to overcome these difficulties. It 

combines the Patching Catmull-Clark Meshes algorithm with interpolation conditions and 

fairness functionals into a method for interpolating a quadrilateral mesh with a fair NURBS 

surface which keeps the topological advantages of subdivision surfaces. 

In the following, three application areas of our developed method are described, examples 
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are given for each, and the advantages of and future work necessary for the developed 

application are discussed. The algorithm is applied in reverse engineering, design and in 

the preparation of surfaces for NC-milling, in the hope of giving just a glimpse of the 

potential of the method in the engineering area. 

 

 

4.2. Application in Reverse Engineering 

Reverse engineering is the process of creating a digital image of an existing physical 

object in a computer. Usually, the object is scanned with a laser scanner or other 

scanning device and then reconstructed into a 3D CAD model that can be used for 

redesign, analysis and manufacture. Application areas may be digitising existing physical 

parts and models and integrating them into CAD models. The object’s shape, colour or 

material properties are properties that may be recovered. The problem of recovering a 3D 

shape is called surface reconstruction.  

 

The goal of surface reconstruction may be stated as follows: Given a set of sample points 

X assumed to lie on or near a known surface U, create a surface model S approximating 

U. 

Most reverse engineering techniques are based on an initial triangular mesh. The mesh is 

then simplified and surface patches are reconstructed over the simplified mesh by a fitting 

algorithm. These surface reconstruction processes have not yet reached their mature 

stage. Therefore, new methods are required for accomplishing a complete reverse 

engineering process. 

In the project “Advanced Reverse Engineering Methods Based on Integrated Global and 

Local Techniques”8, artificial neural networks were used to approximate the point cloud 

with a mesh. In particular, a fast method is needed for automatically constructing 

piecewise C2-smooth watertight NURBS-surfaces with sharp edges over scan clouds of 

arbitrary topology. Such a method would allow the automatic processing of scanned 

complex engineering objects using commercial CAD systems. 

The goal of the project was the development of a fast and comprehensive method for 

constructing freeform CAD models from laser scan data of objects with arbitrary topology. 

A 3D mesh reconstruction method based on a neural network (NN) technique that avoids 

                                                   

8 supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft DFG (KR 785/18-1) 
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singularities has been developed at the Technion Haifa. The NN method improves 

existing meshing methods as it allows meshing of scan data of varying scanning density. 

The obtained mesh is converged to the object shape and can detect sharp edges and 

corners. The meshes will have arbitrary topology and will serve as input for the FIN 

algorithm generating a freeform surface over the mesh.  

Subdivision algorithms have the advantage of globally creating watertight surfaces over 

arbitrary topological meshes. The surfaces are piecewise C2-smooth and may contain 

sharp corners and creases. The research proposed integrating these NN and subdivision 

algorithms into the surface reconstruction process. The approach yielded NURBS 

surfaces that meet modern industrial standards.  

The developed surface reconstruction process could later be used for distributed labor 

and could be used as a basis for a tele-manufacturing system. Preliminary examples 

scanned at the Technion will be manufactured at the TU Berlin. E-security solutions such 

as authentication of fingerprints or digital signatures developed at the Fraunhofer IPK will 

be applied to secure the data transfer between the Technion and the TU Berlin. 

Furthermore, the developed algorithm may be installed on a server and made accessible 

by the biometric methods mentioned above. Goal would be an Application Service 

Providing-solution for reverse engineering tasks (ASP).  

It will be used as a basis for a tele-manufacturing system utilizing the expertise of different 

groups located at different geographical sites. The proposed method will make it possible 

to integrate the distributed processes into one unified continuous manufacturing process.  

The developed reverse engineering system allows the following applications in tele-

manufacturing: 

Companies may automatically calculate piecewise smooth, watertight NURBS surfaces 

from scan data of arbitrary density and topology. The output surfaces will meet the 

requirements of modern industrial standards such as IGES or STEP and can thus be 

processed by commercial CAD systems. The calculated models will accurately reflect the 

physical object with a much smaller amount of data than the original scan cloud. 

The complete surface reconstruction algorithm will be installed on a server as an 

Application Service Providing solution. This makes the technique accessible via the 

Internet and thus available to a much broader spectrum of users who can thus be involved 

in designing their own products.   

The implications of this worldwide competition for customers are bound to result in greater 

variety, reduced pricing, and better quality and service. 
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The surface reconstruction algorithm may be combined with manufacturing methods like 

NC-milling into a tele-manufacturing system. This would allow companies away from 

centralized areas to be integrated into the manufacturing process and would thus allow 

cheaper manufacturing.  

In the project, an algorithm was developed consisting of neural network methods and 

subdivision techniques that is more appropriate to tele-manufacturing due to the following 

properties not accomplished by other surface reconstruction algorithms: 

 

• The method is fast. 

• The method is sensitive to scanning density. 

• The method handles digitized models with arbitrary genus and topology. 

• The method automatically creates regular shaped and distributed watertight NURBS 

surfaces that can be processed by commercial CAD-systems. 

• The algorithm reconstructs piecewise C2-smooth NURBS surfaces that are aligned 

with sharp features of the surface. 

 

It was shown that the neural network methodologies are suitable for RE tasks in general.  

At the Technion, methods based on NN-SOM (Neural Networks – Self-Organizing Maps) 

and on Neural Gas were developed that approximate a single range image with a 

quadrilateral mesh. The NN-SOM consists of grid nodes represented by neurons. Each 

neuron contains geometrical information about the node coordinates and neighborhood 

relations. The entire neural map is trained by the sampled data in random order and is 

modified into the shape of the projected sampled points. The connections between the 

neurons are not changed during training; instead, the neurons get different geometrical 

values. Furthermore, the SOM can grow during the training process by adding rows and 

columns to it where needed. However, due to connectivity constrains the method suffers 

from topological problems. 

In order to reconstruct surfaces of closed volumes with arbitrary topology, methods based 

on Neural Gas were developed that detect the object’s topology from the scan cloud and 

approximate it with a triangular mesh. The Neural Gas algorithm is based on a Neural 

Network technique. The Neural Network is defined by neural units representing positions 

in space and synaptic links representing connections between the neural units. The 

Neural Gas algorithm is usually used for minimizing the quantization error between the 
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sampled pointes and the neural unit positions (Vector Quantization). The synaptic links 

between the neural units are formed by using a Hebbian Learning process while training 

the neural network. The result is a Topology Preserving Map, where the neural units 

represent the map vertices and the synaptic links represent the map edges. In order to 

reconstruct the triangular faces of the mesh, the Neural Gas algorithm was extended. The 

Extended Neural Gas algorithm produces a mesh with normal information at the vertices. 

The output Neural Network meshes representing physical objects scanned at the 

Technion were sent to TU Berlin via the Internet in VRML format.  

At the TU Berlin, a flat area detection algorithm was developed that partitions a triangular 

mesh into curvature-dependent quadrilaterals suitable for NURBS fitting. This pre-

processing step ensures a reduced amount of data in the final NURBS surface without 

loss of surface accuracy. 

An efficient and extendable implementation for the Patching Catmull-Clark Meshes 

algorithm was developed. Interpolation conditions based on a linear set of equations were 

constructed and investigated for several examples. As a consequence of the interpolation 

conditions, the resulting NURBS surface interpolates the curvature-dependent 

quadrilaterals detected by the flat-area detection algorithm. However, this interpolating 

surface demonstrates a lot of undulations, as is typical for interpolating spline surfaces. 

These undulations are already present around extraordinary vertices in the NURBS 

surface without applying the interpolation conditions, as all spline and subdivision 

algorithms are generally error-prone in these areas. They become more objectionable by 

the interpolation process, however. 

For these reasons, a fairness functional for the PCCM surface was set up, and several 

methods of implementation were tested and compared for efficiency and quality of output 

surfaces. The algorithms developed at the Technion and the TU Berlin were combined 

and tested on several examples of arbitrary topology. The output NURBS surfaces were 

exported to commercial CAD systems in standards of data exchange, like IGES or STEP. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

 
  

(d) (e) (f) 

 
  

(g) (h) (i) 

 

 

 

 (j)  

 

Figure 30: Reconstruction of a toy helmet into a NURBS surface 
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The resulting fair, interpolating NURBS patches can be exported in STEP format into 

Catia and in IGES format into UNIGRAPHICS. This compatibili ty is demonstrated in 

figures 31h, 31i. They can also be imported into systems for the simulation of NC-milling, 

like Mastercam™, and consequently be manufactured. The surfaces are globally C2-

smooth except at extraordinary vertices (points that are connected to more than four 

patches), where they are C1-smooth. 

Figure 31 presents the results of the entire reconstruction process on a sphere and cube 

object that was synthetically scanned. The cloud of points consists of 74,193 sampled 

points (Figure 31a). Figures 31b-31e show the initialization and progress of the extended 

neural gas algorithm . Figure 31f shows the final mesh after applying the manifold-mesh-

completion algorithm . Figure 31g presents the simplified mesh after the flat area detection 

algorithm. The simplified mesh was interpolated with B-spline patches by using a 

subdivision algorithm and is shown in Figure 31h. The model was exported to a 

UNIGRAPHICS™ CAD system using STEP, and a snapshot is shown in Figure 31i. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

 
 

 

(d) (e) (f) 

 
  

(g) (h) (i) 

 

Figure 31:  Reconstruction process of the cube and sphere: (a) cloud of points ; (b) initialization of 

the neural units; (c) mesh reconstruction process after 10000 iterations; (d) after 50000 iterations; 

(e) after 200000 iterations; (f) final mesh after mesh completion algorithm; (g) simplified mesh using 

feature detection; (h) final CAD model reconstructed from B-Spline patches; (i) snapshot of model 

in UNIGRAPHICS. 
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The PCCM algorithms were extended to surfaces with a boundary, so that meshes 

reconstructed from single range images at the Technion could also be fitted with NURBS 

surfaces. Figure 35 presents a cloud of points scanned off a toy car model, then 

reconstructed by an SOM-NN mesh which was then fitted with a NURBS surface by the 

PCCM algorithm with boundary.  

 

 

 

Figure 32: Scan cloud of a toy car 

 

 

 

Figure 33: Toy car mesh reconstructed using neural network method 
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Figure 34: NURBS surface with boundary reconstructed from the NN mesh 

                         

The FIN algorithm proved superior for reverse engineering to other surface reconstruction 

algorithms [40, 44, 45] in that it fully automatically creates almost globally curvature 

smooth surfaces in very little time. However, the following properties could still be 

improved: 

In the project, the scanned cloud of points was approximated with a triangular mesh. Our 

algorithm, however, interpolates this approximating mesh. Thus, it would make sense to 

develop methods to approximate the PCCM surface to the original point cloud. This would 

be possible e.g. by least squares fitting methods. In [90], Peters suggests degrees of 

freedom in the control point mesh of the PCCM surface that may be employed for least 

squares fitting methods. 

A goal not yet obtained in the project is the reconstruction of sharp edges in the spline 

surface. The blend ratios introduced in chapter 3.2.2 may serve this goal. 

Furthermore, when fitting a mesh containing extraordinary vertices, a “star” of undulations 

may appear around these vertices. These undulations are typical for spline fitting at 

extraordinary vertices. It is a future goal to eliminate these undulations.  
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Figure 35: Loops object reconstructed into a NURBS model 

 

 

 

 

4.3. Application in Design 

The developed reverse engineering methods were employed for the enhancement of the 

Virtual Clay Modeling system. The Virtual Clay Modeler is a new approach for computer-

aided industrial design and modeling which supports the development of design models 

analogous to conventional modeling [96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103]. One goal of the 

approach is the complete integration of industrial design into the computer-aided product 

development chain  [97, 98]. Freeform volumes are represented by cellular models and 

sculpted with spline-based tools. In contrast to conventional methods of Computer Aided 

Styling (CAS) and Computer Aided Design (CAD), which employ spline-based surfaces 

and simple tools, the VCM uses complex tools and simple cellular models (figure 37). 
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Figure 36: Principle of Virtual Clay Modelling 

Two aspects of the Virtual Clay Modeler employ reverse engineering methods. First, 

models reconstructed from scan data should be imported into the Virtual Clay Modeler 

(figure 38). In addition, the output polygonal surfaces should be converted into spline 

representation to allow processing with commercial CAS- and CAD-systems (figure 4). 

Furthermore, the cellular structure of the model allows the development of an STL-model 

that can serve as input for rapid prototyping systems [97]. 
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Figure 37: Scan cloud of an object 

 

The integration of a 3D-scanner into the modeling system allows digital processing of the 

images of physical objects. This would increase the acceptance of the Virtual Clay 

Modeling system by designers, as many industries still use physical clay models and 

templates which could thus be imported into the system. Some properties of models are 

still determined by experimental analysis. For instance, a clay model may be sent through 

a wind tunnel to determine flow behavior. These physically determined changes could be 

transferred into digital description by reverse engineering methods. 
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Figure 38: Reconstructed volume model after modeling with a VCM tool 

 

For volume reconstruction of the scan data, Hoppe’s meshing algorithm [35] was used as 

it creates exact piecewise linear surface models of objects of arbitrary genus and 

topology. A volume model is created from the obtained surface by employing ray casting 

algorithms. To improve performance, the point cloud is split into regions of different 

scanning density which are reconstructed on parallel architectures. Hoppe's complete 

surface reconstruction algorithm [35] is employed to model objects with a high level of 

detail in a high-resolution stixel model. The result is a very exact stixel model of very 

arbitrary objects and noisy scan data which can be processed as in manual clay modeling 

(figure 39). A digital image of an existing physical object can thus be imported into the 

modeling system and pass through the whole computer-aided process chain.  

The polygonal output surface of the VCM is well suited for visualization. However, it 

cannot serve as input for, e.g., NC-milling algorithms. Therefore, already in 1996 efforts 

were made in the EC-supported project INSTANCE to create an algorithm for converting 

voxel into spline representation [99, 100, 101, 102, 103]. To this end, the surface is 

separated manually into suitable regions whose points are interpolated with a triangular 

mesh. A NURBS-surface is created by variational methods and trimming. The algorithm 

demands high user intervention and has high execution time. 

In a new approach, the triangular surface representation of the clay model was reduced 
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by flat area detection and interpolated with curvature dependent quadrilaterals. The FIN 

algorithm was employed to interpolate the quadrilateral mesh generated by flat area 

detection with a NURBS surface. The output surface could be imported into CATIA in 

IGES format and into UNIGRAPHICS in STEP format, and could be further processed by 

the CAD system (fig.40). The method could convert the clay model almost fully 

automatically into a NURBS model compatible with traditional CAD systems and is thus in 

line with the idea of a creating a user-friendly modeling system.  

 

 

Figure 39: Conversion of a virtual clay model into a NURBS surface and import into 

UNIGRAPHICS 

 

The algorithm allowed the import of virtual clay models into CAD systems, thus giving 

access to analytic methods like digital inspection with highlight lines. Its fast, automatic 

nature allows a user-friendly integration with the virtual clay modeller. The flat area 

detection algorithms needs still to be extended to objects with holes. The possibility to 

model sharp features should be given. Also, to reduce the amount of data of the output 

surface, it would be beneficial to detect quadrics like cones or cylinders on the triangular 

surface representation. Once the curvature behaviour of the PCCM surface is understood 

better, this would allow a fitting of an input mesh with curved edges in contrast to the 
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straight lines demanded at the moment. This would allow a fitting of much larger NURBS 

patches. 

 

4.4. Application in Manufacturing and Moulding 

Recently, some investigation has begun if subdivision surfaces may serve as input to NC-

milling [92]. Even though the advantages of subdivision surfaces for this task has been 

recognized, the difficulty has been to date to calculate tool paths on the subdivision 

surface, as these algorithms have only been developed for spline surfaces in the past 

[92]. 

As our algorithm combines the two surface representations, these former difficulties are 

inherently overcome. Tool-paths can be generated on the FIN surfaces with standard 

tools like Mastercam™ [87].  

The methods could be applied in the project ‘DigiMould’ supported by the EU. The FIN 

algorithm proved highly advantageous to all other methods. 

Goal of the project ‘DigiMould’ was the organisation of an automated supply chain from 

the design definition of the mould for the product to the manufacturing of the mould.  

Two different approaches were taken. If a physical sample was available, then this was 

digitized by means of optical measuring technologies. If no physical sample was available, 

then a model can be constructed using modern CAD tools. CAD tools were offered that 

give the customer the possibility to design his own product without in-depth knowledge of 

the tool. 

For instance, the customer could apply a relief onto a model. 

After the definition of the outer shape of the customized ceramic product, a plaster mould 

has to be generated. A software package was developed for the conversion of digitized 

3D point clouds and 3D CAD models into a NC machine-coded program for the 

dimensions 2D, 2.5D and 3D. In the case of 3D geometries, the conversion of the NC-

data was complicated due to the growing number of degrees of freedom, since three 

rotary degrees of freedom were added to the three translatory degrees of freedom.  

Here, our new algorithms for surface reconstruction were employed. Their performance 

compared very favourably to commercial methods, in our case SurfaceWrap by GeoMagic 

[45].  

Our algorithm is much more automated as it demands manual definition of only one 

parameter in comparison to the adjustment of patch boundaries, triangle density, number 

of control points, etc. needed in the commercial system. This is also an advantage in 
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speed; all models were converted on a Pentium III laptop in less than two minutes. 

Furthermore, it is the only method that can achieve almost global curvature continuity in 

comparison to the maximal tangent continuity reached by commercial systems like 

SurfaceWrap™ (fig. 45). 

At the end of the project, a fully automated supply chain from design definition over 

conversion into NC data up to milling of the mould will be created, all pre-conditions for 

bringing mass customisation of ceramic products onto the market.  

For instance, an existing porcelain duck should be duplicated. The scan cloud of points 

was reconstructed into a CAD model using the FIN algorithm (figs. 41-45). 

 

 

 

Figure 40: Scan cloud of a porcelain duck 
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Figure 41: Triangular mesh representation of a porcelain duck 

                                                    

 

Figure 42: Data reduced mesh 
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Figure 43: Interpolated curvature dependent quadrilaterals 

 

Figure 44: Duck reconstructed with FIN algorithm 
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Figure 45: Performance of the commercial system GeoMagic: Light areas are not even tangent 

continuous 

 

 

In figs. 46-48, it is demonstrated how tool paths are generated on a surface created by the 

PCCM algorithm with boundary. 

 

 

Figure 46: Input subdivision surface (PCCM with boundary) 
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Figure 47: Simulation of NC milling on a subdivision surface 

 

 

 

Figure 48: Surface manufactured by NC-milling 
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In figs. 49- 50, the reconstruction of a CAD model created by a user is shown. The relief 

‘DigiMould’ was artificially applied onto an existing model of an urn. The CAD model was 

imported into the tool Mastercam [87] in STEP format.  

 

 

Figure 49: Triangular mesh of an urn 

 

Figure 50: FIN surface of urn model imported into Mastercam™ 
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Figure 51: Surface manufactured by NC-milling 

 

Tool path generation for NC milling on subdivision surfaces is a very new and promising 

research field [92]. As our algorithm provides a link between subdivision surfaces and 

traditional splines, it inherently allows an extension of all traditional tool path generation 

methods to subdivision surfaces. The output surfaces can be imported into tools like 

Mastercam in STEP or IGES format. To improve performance, the flat area detection 

algorithm should be improved to detect quadrics like cones and cylinders. Once the 

curvature behaviour of the PCCM surface is understood better, this would allow a fitting of 

an input mesh with curved edges in contrast to the straight lines demanded at the 

moment. One could then fit much larger NURBS patches, reduce the amount of data and 

thus speed up the tool path calculation. 
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5. Summary and Future Work 

 

The representation of surfaces in a smooth parametric form is of central importance in 

mechanical engineering. The de facto standard for smooth surface representation in 

CAD/CAM systems are non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS). Subdivision surfaces, on 

the other hand, are based on more fundamental mathematical theorems and thus have 

stronger properties also in application. Although widely used and investigated in computer 

graphics, their employment in engineering has still been hesitant, due to the fact that they 

are not contained in standards of data exchange, like IGES or STEP. 

In this thesis an algorithm, FIN (faired interpolating NURBS), was introduced, that 

converts a triangular mesh into a NURBS surface. The FIN algorithm inherits the strong 

properties of subdivision methods: efficient calculation of high quality surfaces of arbitrary 

topology. The surfaces additionally have properties that make them applicable in an 

engineering environment: They can be exported in standards of data exchange like IGES 

or STEP to the CAD-systems Catia by Dassault systems and Unigraphics by 

UnigraphicsSolutions, they interpolate the triangular mesh and are visually fair and 

pleasing. These advantages could be demonstrated in several applications. 

It could be demonstrated that they can serve as input for the NC-milling process and are 

superior to other input surfaces due to their high surface quality. 

For the storing and transfer of data, a small amount of data that represents the surface 

without loss of surface quality is of advantage. A pre-processing step was developed that 

interpolates the triangular mesh with a curvature dependent quadrilateral mesh at high 

speed and with a user-controlled loss of approximation. The quadrilaterals may serve as 

patch boundaries for the NURBS patches. 

In surface reconstruction, a high approximation to the input data is desirable to avoid loss 

of information in the reconstruction process. Efficient interpolation methods were 

developed to evade the shrinking property of Catmull-Clark surfaces. 

In design, surfaces should be visually pleasing. Visually pleasing also means smooth. 

One is able to formulate “smoothness” in terms of a minimum of a surface energy 

functional, consisting of thin plate and membrane energy. This functional is applied on the 

developed surfaces. 

Triangular meshes are used in mechanical engineering to represent digitally the output of 

simulation systems or parts of a reconstructed object. In these applications, the surfaces 

typically have boundaries. The algorithm was generalised to surfaces with boundary and 
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provided some examples. 

Even though our algorithm is efficient and fulfils the properties described above, it is 

believed it has not reached its optimal shape yet. It still seems to be rather digressive, 

combining several completely different methods. 

The Patching Catmull-Clark Meshes algorithm is a combination of Catmull-Clark and knot 

insertion methods. One then applies interpolation conditions in shape of a linear system of 

equations and later fairs the surface by an optimisation method. One may believe many of 

these steps could be reduced and combined. 

Goal would be a stationary algorithm like the Catmull-Clark algorithm, which creates 

interpolating NURBS surfaces in a global calculation step. 

Although one may believe some mathematical reasons may hinder the creation of such an 

algorithm, this can be considered as a very promising research area, resulting in an even 

stronger, more compact and more efficient algorithm for mechanical engineering. 

Furthermore, some potential of subdivision methods has not been explored in this thesis 

yet. 

Multiresolution modelling may be a future application of our algorithm. 

The results of the investigations of this thesis have proven that subdivision techniques 

have very promising application areas in product development, especially in surface 

reconstruction and tool path generation for NC milling. The strong mathematical properties 

of subdivision algorithms thus give a wide basis for innovative research in the future. 
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